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Crew Claims RFR Exposure
cast tower on the American University
campus in Washington. US Tower said
Washington DC A broadcast tower employees were assured that RF levels
maintenance company here has filed a on the tower were safe.
RF radiation is linked in some studies
complaint with the FCC and the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis- to causing cancer.
tration (OSHA) charging that "one or
After the work was completed, the letmore" of its workers were overexposed ter said, "it is claimed one or more worto RF radiation at the site of an antenna kers experienced adverse physical symptoms and discovered that power levels
on which they were working.
According to aletter obtained by Radio into the antennas mounted on the tower
World written by FCC Audio Services had, in fact, not been lowered to acceptBureau Chief Larry Eads, employees of able levels while the workers were in
their vicinity."
United States Tower Services, Rockville,
A source who requested anonymity
MD, were contracted to work on abroadby Charles Taylor

said one of the workers complained to
him of profuse sweating after coming
down from the tower.
ANSI violation
"If the information we have regarding
this incident is correct, it appears as
though ANSI guidelines were violated
and that excessive exposure(s) occurred,"
Eads wrote.
The issue is rooted in US Tower's con-

version of an antenna for SIN TV in
Washington from channel 14 to channel
69 at the tower site at American University on 14, 18 and 19 November, according to aletter RW obtained that is from
US Tower General Superintendent
Thomas Bunk to FCC Mass Media Bureau Chief Roy Stewart.
On each of the dates, Mike Burns, CE
of WAMU-FM—which also broadcasts
(continued on page 10)

STL Extension: Tail
Wagging the Dog?
by John Gatski

fions were available to them.
When the FCC announced a threeWashington DC Not everyone in the year extension on 19 January to 1July
radio industry is pleased with arecent 1993, however, company officials were
extension granted for type notification of angry—especially when broadcasters
had already had five years to switch to
STL gear.
In anticipation of the 1July 1990 dead- type-notified equipment.
line requiring all STLs to be type noti"It was the tail wagging the doe' TFT
fied, TFT Inc. spent $160,000 gearing up Marketing Director Jesse Maxenchs said.
"The FCC succumbed to the pressure."
for upgrades of its older models and
The "tail" is the Society of Broadcast
promoting special deals on newer ones.
TFT hired new technicians, bought Engineers (SBE), NPR, and broadcasters
new production machinery and spent who convinced the FCC to add three adthousands of dollars on advertising to ditional years, according to Maxenchs.
alert stations with older STLs what op(continued on page 10)

Digital Quality Transmission

DAB Sparks Interest
by Alan Carter
Washington DC Just when radio
broadcasters have begun integrating CDs
and DAT into their operations to satisfy
listeners' insatiable desire for high quality audio, another digital application
looms on the horizon—one that has the
power to become astation's greatest asset or its toughest competitor.
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), under experimentation in Canada and Europe, would be anew, non-compatible,
over-the-air service to rival AM and FM.
It has a22 kHz frequency response compared to FM's approximate 15 kHz.
But the situation is further aggravated,
from terrestrial broadcasters' perspective, because the service could be delivered to consumers first by direct broadcast satellite (DBS).
"I think the industry would fight the
introduction of athird radio service because God knows there are enough radio stations on the air," said Norman

FM 158

Wain, chairman and CEO of Metroplex
Communications which owns five AMs
and six FMs.
"While I've seen alot of technological
advancement in my lifetime, Idon't see
this as anything happening soon. Idon't
know if it is anything the radio broadcasting industry has to worry about;'
said Wain, who is aNAB Radio Board
member.
Technology driven world
KANE-AM President and GM Art
Suberbielle, also an NAB Radio Board
member and chairman of the AM Improvement Committee, called DAB fascinating. "Digital technology is going to
come in one form or another;' he said.
"We live in aworld that is technology
driven."
Suberbielle said DAB, with stations
having equal coverage area and signal
strength, would place operations on an
equal playing field and turn the industry into areal game of wits. "Iwould per(continued on page 8)
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Broadcast Electronics' FM 3.5B
3500 Watt FM Transmitter
• New world standard FX 50 Exciter.
• Guaranteed 85 dB S/N.
II Built-in synchronous AM noise test facility.
IR Patented folded half-wave coaxial cavity
eliminates plate blocking capacitor and sliding
contacts.
• Self Contained solid state broadbanc IPA in
slide out drawer.
• Emergency 250 watt RF patching.
• Automatic power control that maintains
constant output power with proportional VSWR
foldback protection.
• Optional microprocessor video display system
(MVDS) with diagnostics.
• Optional PC Remote Control from MVDS.
With typical performance specifications of 0.02%
IMD and 0.01% THD and guaranteed 85 dB FM
S/N your listeners will hear the difference from a
new FM 3.5B.
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Hiring Freeze Enacted at VOA
cal 1418, VOAs technical union,
said the freeze is not unusual
Washington DC Voice of before annual budgets are deAmerica, in trying to slice $1 termined by Congress, though
it creates a crunch among the
million from its projected 1990
remaining staff.
budget, has initiated a hiring
freeze that will prevent the
They're doing it again
agency from fully staffing its
"They've done this before and
technical department.
they're doing it again. They
The freeze, instituted 16 Janufreeze the hiring while the
ary, affects about 1700 employees in VOies programming budget picture shakes out,"
Marco said. "When you look at
services division, which inthe Voice of America's operacludes technicians. Gary Marco,
tions in terms of the technipresident of the National Federation of Federal Employees' Locians, the agency for years has
by Charles Taylor

Naturally, with all ut Wheatstone's experience at building and interfacing consoles, it
was inevitable that we would take on the
design and manufacture of suitable furniture
for our audio installations. First we listened
to engineers and their requests. then we went
to work The result is a significant improvement over previous designs.
Consider the advantages of double- sided
equipment cabinets with fully interchangeable
door panels, with each side able to accommodate 19 inches of rackmount equipment.
Consider the convenience of hinged twin dropdown punchblock panels for easy installation
and maintenance. Consider the advantage of
hard chrome plated steel mounting rails that
eliminate the stripping problems associated
with lesser aluminum designs. Simply consider the strength we've achieved with full

inch and a half thick side panels and hybrid
inch and ahalf thick countertops.

used (fewer technicians than
needed)."
Many of the employees end

don't have the money to pay the
manpower needed. At some
point, those employees run out

. . . the freeze is not unusual
before annual budgets are
determined by Congress. . .
up building numerous hours of
overtime to get the job done, he
added. "This has been going on
for four years because they

of gas, they burn out."
According to Robert Coonrod,
VOA Deputy Director, the technical staff currently comprises

We have re inventen cabinet technology.
We've wedded the latest precision NC metal
cornponentry to hybrid plywood high density.
high resin pressure- laminated substrates.
Our construction and bonding techniques have
been optimized to eliminate stress related
laminate problems. We ve handled wire management:
there are generous pathways
between each enclosure, as well as an integral
channel punchblock housing under the console
counter to keep everything neat, concealed
and away from unauthorized hands.
And.
since cabinet
faces can accept eit her
equipment or door panels. systems can easily
be configured to fit virtually any room. Doors
can even be placed on cabinets intended for
future electronics installation.
This cabinetry is very clever. unbelievably
strong. and of course) square —precisely.
It
has that Wheatstone major market look. So
contact Wheatstone for furniture, consoles, or
prewires

142 full-time and 6 part-time

employees, eight fewer than the
authorized federal full-time employee ceiling.
Million less than 1989
The freeze is a result of the
projected 1990 budget of $170
million that the agency expects
Congress to grant—$1 million
less than its 1989 budget.
"We're looking at how to live
within that budget," Coonrod
said. "By initiating the hiring
freeze, we believe we can save
enough money that we can
make it with the amount of
money we are going to have appropriated to us in fiscal 1990."
The House Appropriations
Subcommittee is to begin hearings for the agency's budget 22
February.
In addition to the $1million
that must be saved, Coonrod
anticipates an additional $3.5
million cut in 1991, prompting
the agency to look toward longterm cuts in its operations.
Most likely, VOA will be
forced to cut back on programming in order to further trim expenses. Likely, the language
services division, which provides programming in numerous languages, will be eliminated, he said.
'People are aware of the importance of our broadcasts
around the world, yet at the
same time we bump up against
agovernment-Wide budget crisis," Coonrod said.
"We do what we do as well as
we can, but we won't be able to
do it in all of the languages and
all of the hours that we've been
on the air with the budget we
have."
For information, contact 'Voice
of America at 202-485-8238.
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NAB Pushes to Amend AM Bill
Association Lobbies for
Codification of FCC's
Abuse-of-Process Policy
by John Gatski
Washington DC The NAB has
decided to push for radio renewal legislation by urging Congress to add an
amendment to the AM technical improvements bill (HR 2714) that would
codify the FCC's abuse-of-process policy.
The NAB is pushing the technical bill
with the codification amendment as an
alternative to the proposed radio renewal
bill, HR 1136.
The NAB had fully supported both
bills, which were drafted by Rep. Matthew Rinaldo (R-NJ) and co-sponsored
by 150 other legislators, but the broadcasters' group believes the technical bill
has abetter chance of passing.
FIR 1136 would eliminate the FCC's current two-step renewal process and give
broadcasters some expectancy during the
renewal process. It also is designed to
eliminate third party payoffs, according to
the bill's supporters.
The AM improvements bill would
legislate several technical provisions to
help AM radio. They include requiring
AM stereo if areceiver is equipped with
FM stereo, mandating the FCC to seek

out interference reduction remedies and
setting limits on FM translators.
NAB spokesperson Sue Kraus said
NAB still supports HR 1136, but combining the technical bill with an amendment
codifying the FCC abuse-of-process may
be more of an "attractive vehicle" to get
the legislation through Congress.
Result of pressure
In 1989, the FCC enacted the abuse-ofprocess policy in response to pressure
that groups were getting into the
renewal process to receive payoffs from
legitimate applicants. The policy allows
the FCC to closely scrutinize finances of
parties applying for licenses.
HR 1136 was introduced also as aresult of pressure that something needed
to be done to stem third party payoffs.
However, based on congressional testimony, HR 2714 has more support in the
House than HR 1136.
During the Telecommunications and
Finance Subcommittee's hearings on the
two bills last fall, members said they
were not sure there was aneed for the
radio renewal bill since the FCC's abuseof-process policy is working.
Committee members said no abuses
were reported from the hundreds of
license renewals undertaken after the
abuse-of-process was enacted.
Despite NAB and other support of the
AM technical improvements bill with the

Going Our Way?

abuse-of-process codification amendment, the technical part of the bill has
been criticized by several factions in the
broadcast industry.
AM receiver manufacturers have pressured members because they oppose the
mandatory AM stereo provision of the
bill and translator groups oppose the
limiting of FM translators.

. . . there is no
guarantee Congress
will take action on
any radio bills during
this session.
Some congressional staff members
said there is no guarantee Congress will
take action on any radio bills during this
session.
During arecent Federal Communications Commission Bar Association press
conference, Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee Senior Counsel
Larry Irving said it is possible, but not
certain, there will be action on the technical bill during this session.
"Radio improvements is probably doable. That does not mean it will get

done," Irving said.
Action on the bill also hinges on higher
priority issues within the Energy and
Commerce Committee, the subcommittee's parent committee, including clean
air legislation, according to committee
staff members.
Unknown factor
Another factor is Telecommunications
and Finance Subcommittee Chairman
Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA), who has
not yet indicated how strongly he supports the technical bill.
Subcommittee Minority Counsel Terry
Haines said Rep. Rinaldo would have no
problem supporting atechnical improvements/radio renewal combination bill as
NAB has urged, but that both HR 1136
and HR 2714 still have agood chance of
passing as separate bills.
Haines is more optimistic than Irving
that Congress will take action during this
session, no matter what form the legislation takes.
For more information about radio legislation, contact Sue Kraus at the NAB, 202429-5480, Terry Haines at the Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee
Minority Counsel Office or Larry Irving at
the Telecommunications and Finance
Subcommittee at 202-226-2424.

DURA IRAK 90

Install a Dura Trak - 90 cart machine, then forget about it:
BE engineers made these new decks the simplest, most
reliable and best-performing machines in their class.
• Clean audio performance with accurate cart guidance
system, Phase Lok V head block and rugged direct
drive motor.

Interfacing semi-pro, IHF (- 10dBV) to professional (+4dBm) equipment is on
everyone's list of the ten worst nuisances. Now Bradley and Excalibur ease the

• Designed to eliminate on- air mistakes with Cart-notcued and Cart- previously- played lockouts, automatic
muting and auxiliary start pulse.
• Fast Forward and three tone cue sensing standard.

pain with the CD- 1, which amplifies one stereo source, and the CD-2, which
handles two stereo sources. Input is via phono jack and the barrier strip output

II Engineered for durability with 1/2" aluminum deck
plate, gold- to- gold contacts, solid cast front panel.

may be adjusted to levels up to +22dBm. Audio performance matches your best
digital sources. Frequency response is 10Hz to 25kHz, ±0.25dB: THD is 0.006%
and noise is 90dB below +4dBm. When you need to go "one way." Excalibur is

Simplicity, reliability, quality, affordability — Dura Trak 90
has them all. So you really will be able to forget about
it. Just remember to contact your Broadcast Electronics
distributor or call Bob Arnold at (217) 224-9600.

the best way to go.

Effective March 5, Bradley's sales offices
will be open from 9AM until 8PM Eastern
time, Monday through Friday. Whether
you're in Portland, Maine or Portland,
Oregon, Bradley's professional advice is
closer than ever.

CD- 1

$ 99.00

CD- 2

$ 165.00

• 115 VAC, 60 Hz, F.O.B. Quincy, IL: Exclusive of sales or use fax.
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"DAB"-ling In Digital's Future
by Judith Gross
Falls Church VA
Digital from end to
end. Sounds like apipedream, doesn't it?
Or maybe something that's years away.
Well listen up, buckaroos. It's closer than
you think.

It surfaced at the NAB Board meeting
(you know, the one in Rancho Mirage,
with all the golf games and sunshine and
warm resort-type weather and so forth.
Don't those guys ever meet where it rains
or snows?).
It'll surface again down in Atlanta at the
NAB convention.
I'm talking digital transmission, true
digital radio, and they've already tried it
over in Europe, with success.
OK, we heard all about digital cable radio, but that isn't exactly the most practical way to go about it. Now we have two
other possibilities.
First, there's terrestrial digital radio. You
take one unused TV channel, put on oh,
maybe half a dozen radio stations and
you've got the bandwidth to accommodate digital broadcasting. They're calling
it DAB—digital audio broadcast.
Your station plays a CD and gets the
benefit of that terrific SNR and dynamic
range right up into the new radios that will
be needed to listen to the new technology.
Then there's satellite—DBS. Oh ho, you
say, but you can't hear that in your car.
Wrong. Even as we speak there are companies with the technology to create acar
radio which will pick up ahigh-power satellite signal.
Forget the two- meter dish. As my
buddy Gerry LeBow said, put those on
top of the cars and in ahigh wind we can

all go backwards.
Now with all this talk of digital transmission, right away comes all kinds of questions. First off, if we go the terrestrial
route, where do we get the spectrum, the
TV channels to accommodate the radio
stations? And do we go with new stations,
or let existing ones homestead?
Ican see all kinds of potential for political snags developing here. Will new stations using digital transmission be unfair
competition for those who stay with good
old AM and FM? And is this just one more
blow to already struggling AMs?
But if we let ourselves lag behind in
these new technologies, won't folks used
to CDs and DAT and VCRs and satellite
services eventually tune out the traditional media?
Weighty questions, and sure to be hotly
debated in the days ahead. We'll keep you
posted.
Speaking of my good buddy, Mr. LeBow,
he's involved in something nifty in between
his VP duties at Sage Broadcasting.
You remember ARI, the traffic alert system that never really went too far because
there were so few receivers out there?
Well, meet Son of ARI.
No, actually, we're talking about RDS,
the system which the EBU demo'd across
the Potomac at WAVA. You remember, it
IDs astation by call and format, among
other attributes.
Well, Gerry points out that there are
quite afew other useful, even critical applications in the way of emergency alert.
Remember, it can override whatever it is
you're currently listening to and tune you
into something more important.
There are 16 manufacturers who have
already committed to making RDS
receivers for the European market,
among them Ford and by now, probably
Delco, too.
Gerry is heading up awholly owned
subsidiary of Sage called Sage Alerting
Systems to get the technology implemented in the US and Canada. And
you'll be hearing more from him around
NAB show time, as well.
You might have guessed we're talking

FM here, sorry, not AM. But there is an
application of the RDS technology of
which AMs might avail themselves.
How 'bout TMC—Traffic Message
Channel? This would give you atraffic
alert via voice synthesis, assembled in
memory, which overrides the music
you're diggin' to let you know to turn off
at the next exit to avoid that major jam-up
three miles ahead.
The possibilities go on and on, but I'll
throw one more your way. There's some
logging, or recording capability built into
all of this new tech. So, how about, in-

new holding company with new money,
Cirrus, was formed to buy everyone's
shares in BE. Narragansett gets paid off
and the current BE management, including president and majority owner, Larry
Cervon, become shareholders in Cirrus.
Sale? Well, it's alot more like the bank
selling your mortgage. You and everything
else stays put and nothing changes except
the name of the holder. OK?
All right, it finally arrived! My brand
new Sangean Twin Stereo (
AM and FM)
radio. Ihooked it up to two amplified
speakers from Radio Shack and tuned in

AM: Soundin' mighty good in stereo

stead of Arbitron or Birch mailing diaries,
they mail microcassettes and you flip
them into the cassette player attached to
your new radio.
Then every time you tune in or out to
your favorite station, the cassette records
your choice. Imagine, PDs would at last
get the message loud and dear when they
put on that "awesome" new cut and 80%
of the radios listening to the station switch
to another.
That's one Ilike. As soon as Iget one
in my car, Anne Murray, David Lee
Roth, the Bellamy Brothers and most rap
groups better look out. Ditto all earsplitting over-processed music. And of
course, Howard Stern.
Let me clue you in on the rumors about
the so-called sale of Broadcast Electronics.
It goes like this. One investor in BE, Narragansett Capital Corp. wanted out, so a

first WCPT (heart and soul) then WMZQ
(country) AM.
You two stations sound terrific, you
know that? At last, areceiver that makes
AM sound good. Who said it couldn't be
done?
You can get one from either George Riggins, RW's Old Timer (
213-598-7007) or
Steve Kravitz (708-576-0554). Get afew,
give them away, and then get your
listeners to rush down to their favorite
electronics dealer and demand the Twin
Stereo radio from Sangean. Go ahead.
Make them order it.
And to you non-stereo AMs? Go ahead,
make my day.
Heard ajuicy tidbit? Spill your guts to Earwaves by faxing IG at 703-9.
98-2966, writing
to PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041, or
calling 703-998-7600. Who knows, you could
win acoveted RW mug.

Two Transmitter Sites?
Lee Waller says " no problem" with Burk
WBP1v1 delivers CHR programming 24
hours aday to Kingston, New York and the
greater Hudson valley. Chief Engineer Lee
Waller knows what it takes to keep the signal on the air all the time.
Their commitment to reliability starts with
nvo transmitter sites, both controlled by
one Burk Technology ARC- 16 Remote
Control System.

B

"My favorite feature," says Lee, "is the
ability to operate any function at any site
from anywhere in the system. I do my
routine maintenance at the auxilian, site,
then drive to the main site, switching benveen sites without having to bother the
jock."

ARC- 16 Remote Control System

You don't have to have two sites to take advantage of the convenience and reliability of
aBurk Technology Remote Control. Our
Systems are backed by a2-year warranty and
the best service in the industry.

A reliable remote control system is amust
for WBPM. A trip to the transmitter means
agrueling mountain climb, four-wheeling
along acreek bed to the top.

Want to know more about how Lee solved
his problem? Call us TOLL FREE at

Lee's ARC- 16 might save him akw trips.

Burk Technology, Inc.
7Lomar Drive
Pepperell, MA 01463

TECHNOLOGY

1-800 255-8090.
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Shocked at NAB
Dear RW:
Iwas shocked and dismayed to read
in the 10 January issue of Radio World
about the decision by the NAB Executive
Committee to bar the press from all
NRSC meetings.
Ihave been ajournalist all my working life. Ihave owned two radio stations
and am currently one of the applicants
for anew FM station in California, MD.
Iam in radio because Ibelieve in it as
aviable news medium.
A number of years ago the radio station Ithen owned sued our local county
commissioners for not allowing taping of
meetings. The argument used for the
prohibition was that tape recorders inhibited the participants from full and robust debate.
Ihave heard that argument used time
and time again by public bodies attempting to close meetings. Luckily we won the
case against those county commissioners
and subsequent commissioners enacted a
strict open meetings law locally.
But now to see the same argument being used by the trade association which
is supposed to be representing my industry calls to mind the old cliche, "with
friends like that, who needs enemies?"
The first analogy which came to mind
was that it would be like the Tobacco Institute banning smoking in their offices.
Could what we'll be seeing next from
NAB be aban on staff car radios so they
can concentrate on their day ahead while
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driving to work?
Ihad sincerely looked forward to being actively involved in NAB once Ibecame astation operator again. But now
Idon't see how Ican even be amember
of an organization which has policies
which strike at the very heart of what I'm
about in this wonderful industry.
Let's hope this dastardly policy is overturned quickly and those who have
fostered it be given an equally quick boot
out the door.
Richard A. Myers, President
Tidewater Broadcasting Co. Inc.
California, MD
Big Brother watching
Dear RW:
How can you get so indignant about
the NAB shutting the doors on the
NRSC meetings?
Imean, anybody that gets the NAB
Info-Pak knows (as Ed McMahon would
say) "
everything you'd ever want to know
about that committee is being covered
and written about in the Info-Pak Engineering Report!"
Just check the December '89-January
'90 issue! There was almost 3/4 of a
column devoted to the subject! Apparently, that's more than enough for us
slobs—besides, NAB needs the space to
hype the 44th Annual Conference and
to sell their management seminars.
Hey! Am Ithe only one (sorry, jG) am
Ione of the only two in shock here? I
mean, this was the NAB Executive Committee, right? Aren't these the same "attorney types" who were PO'd up to the
armpits when the "Fairness Doctrine"
was imposed on radio and TV by the
elected?
What the hell is going on? Where did
these yahoos come from? Did we allow
some of those sneaky henchmen of
Ceausescu to infiltrate our NAB ... or
is it indeed no longer "our" NAB? Idon't
recall anything resembling adanger to
our national security being reported—
nor did Iread anything immoral coming
out of those NRSC committee meetings.
Ithought those were the only two reasons our First Amendment freedoms
could be revoked. It always amazes me
how quickly some officials can legislate
away our freedoms—your freedoms.
Ah, but you smirk, this is such asmall,
inconsequential matter ... sorta like
those NRA people complaining about
losing some of their Second Amendment freedoms. Unfortunately, you are
missing the point.
How about Iput it on alevel you can
understand—does the phrase "alittle bit
pregnant" ring abell with you? Organizations like the NRA aren't just fighting
to allow someone to own an automatic
rifle, they are fighting to preserve 100%
of
your
Second
Amendment
rights ... your total freedom, not 98%
this year, 96% next year, etc.
Nothing is inconsequential. What was
the number of Communists retained in
the Hungarian government? Guess
what? Given the opportunity, they opted
for 100% freedom! They didn't want to
remain "alittle bit pregnant!' Now they
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As the broadcast industry moves into its busiest time of year there's ample
reason for excitement about developments on the horizon.
While it's true that "digital" has become almost overused as an industry buzzword, there are some real forward strides and some nascent technologies to lend
greater substance to the word.
On the audio side, radio stations are beginning to feel the impact of digital
editing, storage and automation along with digital source material such as compact discs and DAT.
In RF and even in non-technical station operations, the ubiquitous computer
has changed the way business is conducted.
Now comes word of digital transmission systems through DAB or DBS which
open awhole new world of possibilities for broadcasters. It may soon be feasible for stations to give their listeners
the level of quality they have grown
to expect through home listening—
even in their cars.
Before that can happen there will
be practical and perhaps political and
spectrum allocation issues to be resolved. And, like digital storage media, the cost-benefit question will
need to be balanced out.
But while these emerging technologies are still in their infancy, the best
approach is one of receptiveness. Engineers and other technical staff should take every opportunity to explore digital audio and the new transmission systems and help adapt them to station use.
And managers and owners should be responsive to engineering requests for
the resources to do so.
Companies which offer digital advancements need feedback and encouragement from the industry they are trying to serve. And industry associations need
to take aleadership role in bringing the latest advancements to the largest number of people.
While widespread acceptance or major shifts to digital systems may be scme
way into the future, important groundwork can be laid and attitudes can be
forged in the present that will make the final result abenefit to all.
The best way to cross athreshold is to first make sure the door is wide open.

A New
Path to
Forge

—RW
are again printing a free, like in "freedom," newspaper.
Gosh, they don't even have aFirst or
Second Amendment ... yet! Iwonder
how long it'll take for their elected and
appointed officials to start chipping away
at those freedoms. Probably 200 years or
so.
Shucks, after 200 years, no one
remembers what it took to get those freedoms. Besides, this matter is so small
and inconsequential ...
Bill Spitzer
WLS Communications

Rapid City, SD
Remember " radio goers"
Dear RW:
This is acrossover letter from the other
side of the house mix position. I've been
reading Radio World to try and discern
what motivates the folks behind the
scenes at the local radio station.
In my job as chief engineer for atouring sound and A/C power company, if
my mix were to be unacceptable, more
than likely Iwould have 20,000 irate concert goers venting their displeasure.
Seems to me, by the quality of most
of what Ihear from my radio, you've forgotten about the "radio goers" out there.
Granted, as a professional concert
mixer, my musical tastes may be somewhat broader than the average person.
But when Ispin the radio dial, Iseem
to get alot of the same. (Let's not even
talk about the guy who just discovered
modulating anoise gate with his Lexicon 448.)
C'mon guys and gals, Ithought radio
was supposed to show us what's new,
or are we who discern what we hear
relegated to listening to the AM news
broadcast so we can hear alimiter being
used without distorting its input signal?
Last question. Why AM stereo? Ican't
find enough good FM stereo to listen to.

For a medium to grow, it seems like it
should provide me, the listener, with
something I'll listen to.
Take care all you hard-working radio
professionals, and take some time off to
attend aconcert.
John Terry, CE Audio Division
SBP Industries
Cranford, NJ
Who's on first?
Dear RW:
Re Mr. Gutmacher's letter in the 24
January issue of RW: KDKAs claim to
fame is that it was the world's first commercially licensed broadcast station.
It signed on the air with those now famous call letters on 2 November, 1920.
Prior to that date Doctor Frank Conrad, an engineer employed by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company—the man responsible for getting Westinghouse into broadcasting—
operated the soon to be KDKA facilities
under the call letters 8XK.
Jack Layton, Engineering Mgr.
KDKA
Pittsburgh, PA
Editor's note: KDKA's distinction as the first
commercial radio station in the US is not as
widespread asubject for controversy as the
question of which was the first noncommercial radio station. Several calls and
letters have come in addressing this issue.
Any attempt to mediate such along-standing
debate seems an impossible task and one that
would involve extensive hours of research.
RW welcomes all viewpoints hut will not attempt to come to any conclusive pronouncements to solve this one.

Next Issue
Radio World
March 14, 1990
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SBE '89 Show Earns Top Marks
by Charles Taylor
Indianapolis IN The Society of
Broadcast Engineers ( SBE) has released
the results of surveys scrutinizing its annual convention 5-8 October, 1989, in
Kansas City MO, and most have given
the show high marks, according to the
organization.
In general, respondents to three surveys showed support of the show's
scheduling, site selection and management, SBE said.
Pleased with results
Management also appeared pleased
with the results. According to SBE President Bradley Dick, "Ithink we got an
A—. We've looked at it, we've had professionals look at it. We found some little
things to tweak, but I'm real proud of it."

In an attendee survey conducted in
early December, 92% of the respondents
gave the show an excellent or good rating.
Eighty-four percent indicated they would
attend the 1990 show in St. Louis, MO.
In addition, 93% said they visited exhibits; 65% had attended before and 66%
said they were SBE members.
Regarding Saturday show hours, Dick
said that while attendees were happy
with the times, exhibitors were hoping
for more traffic. As aresult, SBE intends
to move exhibit hours to Saturday morning and sessions to afternoon, the reverse of the 1989 convention.
"It gets everybody up early Saturday
morning, gets them into the hall and lets
the exhibitors have one last shot at the
attendees and gives the attendees alast
chance to cross the T's and dot the I's.
It also lets the exhibitors get out at ade-

cent hour Saturday;' Dick said.
As an extra enticement, SBE will offer
acontinental breakfast on the show floor
Saturday morning and lunch that afternoon.
Reception well received
Another test event this year was the
opening reception, which Dick said was
well received: "People liked the chance
to get together and see that, hey, Joe's
here or Sam's here."
For future shows, Dick would like to
see the show have apresence on the East
Coast.
"We're not convinced that an exclusive
midwest location is the best option for the
exhibitors and our attendees;' he said.
"There may be some very good advantages to broadening our horizons to other
areas so that the exhibitors will meet new

AM Mark Tag Names Proposed
by John Gatski
Rancho Mirage CA

The NAB AM

evaluating certification mark criteria,
name designation for the mark and a
plan to promote it to the industry.

Receiver Liaison Task Force and Elec-

tronic Industries Association (EIA) have
recommended four as-of-yet undisclosed names to distinguish an industry certification mark for quality AM
receivers.
The four name candidates were discussed during an update that Task force
and NAB Radio Board member Tom
Kushak gave to the NAB Joint Board of
Directors meeting 14-17 January.
Kushak, who is also president and
general manager of WMAY and WNNSFM in Springfield, IL, said the task force
and Radio Board will not disclose the
four suggested certification mark names
until the EIA finds out whether the
names are copyrighted by another organization, group or manufacturer
The NAB task force and the EIA are

What's in a name
The NAB and EIA believe it is important that an easily identifiable tag name
for receivers that meet the mark is critical to its success.
Radio World readers sent in suggestions
for a certification mark last year and
responses included NRSCAM and AMX
among others. The suggestions were forwarded to the NRSC, but Kushak would
not confirm whether those names are
among the four being considered.
Besides selection of a name, Kushak
said the NAB Radio Board and task force
will meet in March and then actively target manufacturers to produce receivers
that meet the certification mark.
Although the NAB and EIA have not
finalized the certification mark criteria,

JUlateh-Ackettm

the specifications are likely to include the
recently finalized NRSC specifications of
aminimum frequency response of 50 to
7500 Hz and possibly a narrowwide
bandwidth switch.
No AM stereo
AM stereo is unlikely to be included
as a certification mark qualifier. The
NRSC considered it as an option, but
did not include it on its finalized recommendation.
Kushak said it is important that all
companies are contacted when the NAB
and EIA begin lobbying manufacturers
to produce receivers that meet the certification mark.
"If we only meet with alimited number of companies, Idon't think we will
accomplish our goal," Kushak said.
For more information about the certification mark, contact Tom Kushak at
217-629-7077.

Mise-Tatetieti"

clients and the attendees who normally
don't come to this show will find it close
enough that they can't say no."
Although the East Coast is in primary
contention, Dick said there are no immediate plans to select sites other than
those on the calendar.
Overall, Dick commented, "We've got
a winning combination of things now.
We hesitate to monkey with it. The exhibitors tell us they're happy with the
structure of the show and the attendees
tell us that they're very happy with the
way things are."
For information, contact SBE at
317-842-0836.
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DAB in Testing as 3rd Service
(continued From page 1)
sonally welcome that!'
A new radio service would not make
life any easier for AM, Suberbielle said.
"I think it is just one factor we deal with.
We really can't control technology. We
have to work along side it and be in
tune!'
Thomas Kushak, a partner in MidWest Family Stations, alicensee of 7AM
and 7 FMs, said his initial response to
hearing about DAB was fright. But upon
retrospect, he called the technology "an
exciting new frontier. The question is are

dio stations would like to be aparty to
the technology and I'm sure NAB would
do its best to help them!'
Only years away
Abel predicted a terrestrial service
could be available in the US within 10
years and DBS by the mid-1990s.
While some US cable companies already offer a CD-quality "digital radio
service," the Europeans are experimenting with DBS including car receivers. A
"couple" of American receiver manufacturers, who Abel declined to identify,

Abel predicted a terrestrial service
could be available in the US within 10
years and DBS by the mid- 1990s.
also are toying with the idea for the US.
Once broadcasters move past the initial shock of anew service, there are advantages DAB offers for over-the-air
delivery.
Major hurdles
The higher frequency response is first
I) \13 has along road ahead with obon the list and second is the elimination
stacles such as allocation of spectrum by
of multipath, the dreaded interference
the FCC for terrestrial delivery and
that plagues FM.
authorization of DBS service and inAll transmissions have reflections, but
troduction of receivers.
the digital transmission takes advantage
But the NAB found enough merit in
of the effect. "The reflections are built as
DAB to outline the issue during the
January joint board meeting with a part of the error correction signal," Abel
explained. "This reflection is received
presentation by NAB Executive Operaand the receiver is looking for all kinds
tions VP John Abel.
of information."
"It's radio's HDTV. It is higher definition
Called Coded Orthogonal Division
radio," Abel said in an interview.
Multiplex, it is described as a major
The NAB will have aclosed-circuit DAB
breakthrough in that the multiplexing
demonstration at the upcoming convenuses both frequency and time interleavtion and plans an over-the-air demo during together in the coding process. The
ing the 1991 show in Las Vegas.
time-interleaved data stream is split
NAB Science & Technology VP
among many narrowband carriers using
Michael Rau called DAB an "exciting"
technology. The verdict on digital audio
full digital processing for modulation
and demodulation.
transmission is not in, he noted. "Ican
The key is that subsequent data travels
say this," Rau continued, "I think
whether DAB technology becomes a on different carriers and in nonsuccessive time slots. The orthogonal arreality ... depends on whether US ra-

we going to be spectators or are we going to be players? Iwould certainly hope
we are going to be players."

rangement of the narrowband carriers
leads to high spectrum efficiency. The
bit-rate per carrier is very low and therefore the transmission is insensitive to
delayed multipath signals. The receiver
sensitivity is very high and the transmission power can be kept very low.
The receiver reassembles the original
data stream, taking bits where it can find
them so multipath contributes positively
to the demodulation of the original audio.
"Signal fades do not matter," Rau said.
"The receiver always has some information!' "The multipath is not combined
and demodulated!'
Abel said acomparison could be made
to data compression. "But it's more than
data compression. It is sampling and taking those pieces of information that are
necessary to understand this is music!'

high definition television and land mobile communications.
"There is no obvious place right now
where Ithink spectrum could be used;'
Abel said, "but we (NAB) believe that if
an appropriate spectrum study were
conducted, some would be available!'
Spectrum, however, exists for DBS
delivery, and the FCC has granted video
delivery rights, some including
proposals for audio services.
Abel noted that no specific studies on
the new technologies have been scheduled yet. But money was budgeted to
Science & Technology for DAB research,
Rau said.

Planning needed
One feature of DAB, a potentially
desirable aspect noted by NAB, is that
the number of stations must be determined in advance.
The DAB system is a "bundled"
system—all stations are made available
as part of asingle "broadcast" of spectral energy. A "new" station cannot be
Subjective assessment
added once the initial configuration is
The processing is asubjective evaluaset.
"That is a totally different concept,"
tion of how much information is necesAbel said, "and requires alot more specsary to provide the desired frequency retrum planning that what we've done in
sponse, Abel said.
the United States. DAB will not be as
The third advantage of DAB is the
lower power needed to operate, afact in
spectrum efficient if it has to deal with
all digital broadcasting, Abel noted. The
current allocations where you put ... a
station on (one) part of the spectrum and
effective use of multipath also contributes to less power, he continued, by the
astation, separated by several channels,
receiver using the reflections to its adon another part of the spectrum."
vantage.
Abel said he does not believe enough
For example afrequency of 100 MHz
spectrum exists to move all current FMs
would need an estimated 100 W for terto a digital service.
restrial transmission. Questions on the
In that case, who would go and who
coverage area have been raised, which
would stay is aquestion for future deAbel said haven't been adequately anbate. Another question could be whether
swered, but he speculated it would be
the allocations would be limited to new
"somewhat less" than aClass B FM.
services.
The fourth advantage is spectrum efBroadcasters also may ask themselves
ficiency; one TV channel could accomwhat effect aservice with equal covermodate 12 to 16 DAB channels as opage area and equal signal strengths
posed to six FMs. The coding scheme alwould have on their operations.
The NAB said DAB is "probably abiglows for areduction of the bit-rate by a
factor of six. The DAB system is approxger technological development" than FM
imately four times as spectrum efficient
radio and is "far superior" to current AM
as FM.
or FM.
But the real question may be where
In essence, NAB maintained, DAB is
the spectrum comes from, with the realthe first major breakthrough in how terlocation of unused TV frequency for
restrial broadcasting since the late 1940s
and '50s.
For information from the NAB, contact
the Science and Technology Department
at 202-429-5346. •
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STL Extension Earns Ire of Some
1)
The request was made because of FCC
rule 74.550 enacted in 1985. The rule gave
stations five years to use STLs on the
944-952 MHz band that meet tighter frequency emission requirements.
The STL issue boiled over last fall
when SBE and NPR wrote to the FCC
requesting an extension of the deadline
or permanent grandfathering for the
thousands of older STLs that do not
meet the FCC rules.
NPR claimed its stations would have
to pay $4500 to upgrade to type-notified
STLs and stations said they were confused about whether they or the STL
company should undertake the type
notification process.
The FCC has admitted stations did not
plan sufficiently to meet the original
deadline, but granted the extension anyway based on last fall's concern by SBE,
NPR and stations that wrote letters.
(continued from page

A bad decision?
Like TFT, STL company Marti Electronics disagreed with the Commission's
decision to extend the deadline. The
company, however, expended few dollars preparing for upgrades because all
of its STLs are already type notified.
"We are disappointed that the FCC
granted the extension. It has thwarted a
move toward technically better transmissions in the STL band," Marti Sales and
Marketing Director Dan Rau said.

Rau said the "panic" generated over
the last few months will reappear in
three years as the extended deadline approaches.
"As an industry we had five years to
prepare for the July 1, 1990 deadline and
neither the other manufacturers nor the
broadcasters responded appropriately.
It's the nature of the business to procrastinate unless absolutely mandated to
make achange," Rau said.
Rau made reference to other companies not being prepared because all
Marti transmitters have met the FCC
specifications since the 1985 rule went
into effect.
Tighter receiver limits
Besides tighter STL transmitter emission limits, Marti also favors the FCC setting stricter receiver selectivity standards.
Other companies are not quite as upset about the deadline extension as TFT
and Marti.
"It wasn't totally unexpected!' Moseley
Associates Sales Manager Dave Chancey
said.
Chancey said he concurred with the
FCC's decision to extend the deadline if
it is an economic hardship on stations.
According to Chancey, Moseley spent
aminimal amount of money gearing up
for any increase in business, mostly for
sending out fliers to alert STL owners
about older STLs that could be upgraded

ke
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Ad campaign
In contrast to Moseley, TFT's STL campaign has been more visible because of
its decision to advertise.

RF Overexposure Claim
(continued from page 1)
from the tower site—was asked to power
down the antennas on the tower, except
on the 18th, when US Tower's Joe Burdette assisted, the letter said.
On 22 November, Burdette told Bunk
that "at one point while John ( Haugen, a
crew member) and Iwere working (on)
the tower, one of the FM broadcasters remotely turned their antenna back to full
power," according to Bunk's letter.
A letter from an engineer responding
to Eads' inquiry said that it was WPFW's
antenna that was turned back to full
power. The station operates at 50 kW.
Letters sent to stations

In response to the complaint, the FCC
sent letters on 11 January to the six stations broadcasting from the tower—
WMMJ-FM, WGMS-FM, WPFW-FM,
WPGC-FM, SIN-TV and WAMU-FM—
asking that they respond to the environmental issue raised by the complaint and
to submit "relevant information" by 11
February.
Eads added that such arequest to the
stations is required in sites where multiple stations share atower.
In interviews with station officials,
comments varied.
Tom McGinley, CE at WPGC, said
that the power density contribution of
his station at full power is well within
Commission guidelines to allow tower
maintenance to any area of the tower
below the base of the pylon; thus the
station was not notified before work was
begun.
However, McGinley added, "This incident hopefully will serve as acatalyst
to get alittle finer focus on the issue of
RF, particularly for tower workers, about
how much is safe. The guidelines in OST
#65 are very vague and don't really apply when aguy is in real close proximity
of an antenna. We're working in areal

gray area here!'
While WGMS GM Mike Farrell had
not been informed of the issue, he commented that when the station is requested to down its power, it does so.
"If there's work being done, it's every
tenants' obligation to down power," Farrell said.
Our comment is no comment
Bob Porter, PD at WPFW, said, "Our
comment is 'no comment: Because this
could involve possible litigation, we're
leaving it up to our attorney!'
Officials at SINTV were not available
for comment, and repeated calls to
Burns at WAMU and to US Tower were
not returned.
For the FCC, the investigation is a
responsibility, according to Eads.
"We require as a condition of the
licensing process to remove the possibility of radiation hazards. We also have a
responsibility as part of environmental
protection not to license someone who
is creating aradiation hazard!' he said.
He continued that while the FCC is
careful to monitor the airwaves, the
agency is not responsible for determining what levels of RF radiation that might
be hazardous.
"The Commission has astandard—the
ANSI standard—and that's what we'll
apply in any licensing. The Commission
doesn't have the expertise or the jurisdiction to determine what levels are appropriate!'
He did not predict when action might
be forthcoming. "We'll evaluate the information and decide what further steps
are necessary, if any," he said.
Officials at OSHA acknowledged that
the complaint was filed and that an investigation is underway. However, they
were not willing to discuss the issue until aruling is issued. The agency's timetable is uncertain.
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and atrade offer for those that could not.
Moseley offered 1975-1985 PCL 505 upgrades ranging in price from $1200-$1900
or $750 trade-ins for SUS that cannot be
upgraded economically, according to
Chancey.
Moseley has been selling its popular
PCL-6010 type-notified STL transmitter
for $3700 with atrade-in, he said.

In arecent ad, TFT offered a $505 dollar trade-in on any STL that does not
meet FCC specifications toward aModel
9000 for $2245. The offer is good until 8
March.
SBE officials said the organization is
pleased the FCC extended the deadline.
SBE attorney Chris Imlay said "Ithink
it's agood idea. A lot of stations were not
aware of the (original) deadline!'
Although manufacturers expressed
disappointment at the extension, Imlay
said they will ultimately benefit from
sales of newer digital STLs.
Instead of stations having to either upgrade an old STL or buy anew analog STL
and then again buy adigital STL, stations
now have more time to wait for digital
STLs to hit the market, Imlay added.
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New York 1212) 255-4462. Canada (
416) 423-2831.
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VOA Says No to Marti Test Plan
by John Gatski
Washington DC The Voice of
America (VOA) has said thanks,
but no thanks to the NAB's request to allow an independent
engineer to evaluate transmission tests of the Cuba-bound
TV Marti service, which are to
take place this month.
VOA External Affairs Director
Joe O'Connell said the tests will
be monitored by VOA engineers
and results released after the

AIIlk •111111
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testing is concluded, but independent engineers will not
be used.
O'Connell said the engineers
monitoring the tests are competent and no outside expertise is
necessary.
NAB International Consultant
Bill Haratunian confirmed that
VOA has declined to use outside
engineers
for
the
evaluation.
During the $7.5 million testing, VOA will beam news and

information via satellite to the
transmitter, which will be
housed in a Aerostat balloon
10,000 feet above Cudjoe Key,
Florida. The tests will be conducted for at least 30-60 days.
The transmitter will then
broadcast the information to
metropolitan Havana on Channel 13.
If the tests are successful and
TV Marti gets the final goahead, the service will be similar to Radio Marti, broadcasting

pro-western news and information to communist Cuba.
The NAB opposes TV Marti
because it fears increased jamming against US AM stations
and possible jamming of TV stations in Florida.
The NAB believes the use of
outside engineers may help
foster aTV Marti system which
would not result in retaliation to
US stations, according to NAB
Science and Technology VP
Michael Rau.

11111

The
STL/TSL
for the
90s is
here now.
And not a
moment
too soon.
•Two Way Multi-Channel
Communications
•Transparent Digital Audio
•Multiple Signal
Path Options

It's time for a new kind of STL. Drastic cost increases are
just one sign that the phone company is tired of balanced
equalized lines and is ready to pull the Class A plug. Meanwhile, microwave spectrum is scarce— in some areas,
channels are unavailable.
QEI's new CAT\Link Composite Audio Transmission Link is
the digital STL alternative. It transmits composite and other
signals over a single telco Ti data line*. Ti service costs
less than Class A, and it's so reliable that the big banks use
it for their vital financial data.
CAT\Link encodes the fully processed composite signal and
decodes it at your transmitter, so you can run the stereo
generator and processing at the studio. At the same time,
CAT\Link configurations can send and receive SCAs, control
channels, voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio,
transmitter readings, and satellite or remote programs.
With CAT\Link, you always get full stereo separation: There
are none of the phase or amplitude fluctuations that plague
dual-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to 84 dB, and your
processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. So the
only thing you'll hear is clear, clean, undistorted audio.
Worried about replacing Class A lines, getting a microwave
channel, or sight- line infringement? Call QEI toll-free at
800-334-9154 for full info on CAT\Link, the bidirectional,
digital, easy- wired STL. And turn the weak link in your
signal chain into one of the strongest.
•CAT\Link will also drive over a mile of twisted pair wire, nearly two miles of fiber optic cable,
or a 23 gHz STL.

Quality • Engineering • Innovation
P.O. Box D • One Airport Drive
Williamstown, New Jersey 08094
24 Hr. Service Hotline 609-728-2020 • Fax 609-629-1751
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"We want someone that is independent to observe. The purpos e is to make sure the test is
conducted fairly;' Rau said. "We
are very concerned about the
interference to US stations—
both TV and AM."
Haratunian said the willingness for VOA to release the test
results is some consolation considering the uncertainty of using
aballoon-tethered transmitter.
"It's aMickey Mouse kind of
technology. It's untried and untested;' he said.
Also, VOA has agreed to
share the results of any alternative broadcast tests for TV Marti, although it has not yet
planned for any, Haratunian
said.
So far, Congress has approved $30 million through Fiscal Year 1991 to operate the TV
Marti service, but VOA will not
get the final go-ahead until the
broadcast tests are evaluated.
For more information about
TV Marti, contact Joe O'Connell
at VOA, 202-485-8238, Bill
Haratunian at 202-231-0568 or
Mike Rau at the NAB,
202-429-5339.

NAB OKs
Siff Cash
Washington DC The NAB
Joint Board has allocated additional money to the Science and
Technology budget for the coming year but S&T VP Michael
Rau declined to reveal any
specifics.
While an NAB spokesperson
said the association does not release
a department- bydepartment budget, Radio Business Report quoted the S&T
budget as being $862,140, up
from $640,000.
A major increase, according
to NAB Executive Operations
VP John Abel, was the transfer
of NAB's contributions to the
Advanced Television Test Center. The money previously came
from the unbudgeted category.
In general, however, Rau said
money was allocated to AM improvements, FM technical issues and standards development for preventing electrical
interference. He also said the
department would more closely
monitor the work of the CCIR.
Of special interest may be an
allocation for studies in digital
audio. In apresentation before
the NAB Board, Abel reviewed
current trends in other countries towards digital transmission of radio signals both via
satellite and terrestrially.
In addition to the S&T
budget, Radio Business Report
also quoted figures showing the
radio budget dropping from $1
million to $961,915, while TV increases to $700,340 from
$63Z078. RBR said the decrease
was attributed to replacing
regional
managers
with
telemarketers, not reduction in
services.
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ELITE SERIES

TALK/PRODUCTION

DUB/EDIT
STATION

STUDIO FURNITURE

A

4153 N. BONITA STREET

A

SPRING VALLEY, CA 92077

à

TEL (619) 698-4658

A

FAX (619) 698-1268

A

A

ELITE SERIES

24"

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

A

FLOOR PLAN

CTR

CSW — CONSOLE SUPPORTS AND WIRE
TROUGH — Each console support has a field
relocatable, hidden 14 inch rack, covered with
aremovable smoked plexiglass panel. The panel
protects the rack mounted equipment from the
operator's feet while allowing aview to the panel
lights. Drawers can be added to supports. The
center counter and wire trough can be expanded
to accommodate larger consoles.
CTR — CORNER TOWER RACK — Sitting on top
of the CSW and CTR positions equipment such
as cart machines at a20 degree angle to operator.
Standard rack opening is 14 inches. The rack
height can be expanded as much as needed.
TSB — TOWER STORAGE BASE — The TSB
raises up the CTR to provide storage for 10 hot
carts or 15 CD's. This also allows the CTR to cantilever over the control console thereby saving the
addition of width to center when using an 18
input console.

VARIES WITH
APPLICATION
RRO

SRR — SLOPED RACK RETURN — This return
comes standard with a21 inch rack. This space
can be easily converted to media storage or
pencil and file drawers
RCP
24'

42' TO 63'
VARIES WITH —
APPLICATION

I
-- 21" —

H

ERGONOMIC ELEGANCE
Our Elite series elegant studio furniture meets the exact
needs of your studio environment. Engineered into the
design are numerous access panels, acurved bumper
base for durability, a passive ventilation system and
awire management system. We offer total modularity
with a custom quality fit.
Elite— A design that works!

STR — SINGLE TURNTABLE RETURN — Featuring an easy to see over bifold dust cover this
return houses turntables, reel to reel machines
and CD players. It comes standard with a 10 1/
2
inch rack. An optional sand loaded isolator base
can be ordered.

WSR — WORK SURFACE RETURN — Used as
a work surface for computers, keyboards and
guest positions. This module can be built to
custom widths. There is abuilt in wire pass and
it can be ordered with a pencil drawer.
RCP — RETURN COMPLETION PANEL — Used
to cover the unfinished end of a return. One
panel needed for each return.
GPS — GUEST POSITION SHELF — Used to provide multiple talent positions. This shelf can be
mounted anywhere and can be free standing.
SCS — SLIDING COPY STAND — This is acopy
holder that features a stick on note surface.
RRO — RAISED RACK OVERBRIDGE — This
versatile module use is to provide rack space
above the return modules or above transport
mounted reel to reel machines. Rack heights and
the number of rack bays vary according to your
exact needs.
TSR — TOP SLOPED RACK — Used mainly to
house reel to reel machines. This rack can be used
for patch bays and any other gear that needs to
be kept at a low profile on the countertop.
GTR — GUEST TURRET RACK — This panel rack
attaches to the top of the Guest Position Shelf.
Timers, cough buttons and headphone controls
can be mounted in panel face.
RPC — RACK PANEL COVER — These panels
cover empty rack space and should be ordered
after equipment installation.

DUB/EDIT STATION A

72"

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
30"

DES — DUB/EDIT STATION
KRO — KEYBOARD RETURN OPTION

DES

DDO — DOUBLE DRAWER OPTION
URO — UNDERCOUNTER RACK OPTION

MURPHY
STUDIO FURNITURE
A 4153 N. BONITA STREET
A SPRING VALLEY, CA 92077

• TEL (619) 698-4658
• FAX (619) 698-1268

•

•
DDO OR URO
KRO

This electronic desk system offers arecessed wire management area and flexibility of layout. Built to order, this desk
can be used for a dub, edit, CAD or computer station.

24" TO 72"
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1TC's Kitchen Resigns Scenes from NRB
Louisville CO Television Technology
Corp. ( TTC) President and CEO Bill
Kitchen has resigned in what he
described as amove to focus on his radio holdings and form anew broadcast
equipment company.
The announcement was made 27 January in a statement from TTC that revealed Dr. Byron and Julie St. Clair have
reacquired approximately 40% of outstanding stock Kitchen bought from the
St. Clairs in 1988. With the sale of the
stock, Kitchen resigned as president,
CEO and director. St. Clair will resume
active management of the company, according to TTC.
As aresult of the transaction, the St.
Clairs now own approximately 57% of
the outstanding shares of TTC. Kitchen
will retain options granted in 1986 to acquire approximately 1,666,000 shares of
TTC stock, and in connection with
Kitchen's resignation, the options have

been extended for three years.
Founded in 1967 by St. Clair, TTC designs, manufactures and markets TV and
radio broadcast transmitter products.
"It was his choice to enter into an
agreement to leave," St. Clair said. He
declined to comment further and referred questions to Kitchen.
Kitchen became president in March
1986 and acquired the stock in 1988.
"I expect to be back in business
delivering all solid-state TV and radio
transmitters," Kitchen said.
His radio station holdings include
KRKY-AM, Granby, CO, and KRKMFM, Kremmling, CO. Outside the US,
Kitchen owns three stations in the
Caribbean, and he has a construction
permit for a50,000 W AM in American
Samoa in the South Pacific.
For information from TTC call 303665-8000. Contact Bill Kitchen at
303-665-3767.
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(left) Fidelipac featured the new Audiomax Model
4000 broadcast cartridge, while Cominentai's
NRE1 introduction was a line of solid state FM
transmitters ( center).
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(below) FM exciters and monitors,
as well as the CAT/LINK digital
STUTSL were prominently displayed at OEI's booth.
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BSW Halts Reloading
Tacoma WA Broadcast Supply West
(BSW) has ended its cartridge reloading business, citing cost inefficiencies.
BSW President Bernice McCullough
said increases in the price of tape, parts
and cleaning solutions, adecline in music length carts and difficulty in training
and maintaining personnel to handle the
specialized job led to the decision.
"The price of areloaded cartridge came
too close to new cartridge prices," McCullough said. "Engineers started asking
themselves if it was worth the effort to
have their carts reloaded when brand new
ones sell for just abit more."
More stations also are playing compact discs directly on-air, she added,
so they are using fewer music length
cartridges.
There is no change in BSW's other
business activities, McCullough said.

"BSW's business in new equipment
sales is growing at an incredible rate,"
McCullough said.
BSW Marketing VP Tim Schwieger
said new cartridge sales are solid with
a slight downturn mainly in the 3.5to 5.5-minute lengths.
"Station engineers are demanding
better quality cartridges so they will
mix in better with compact discs," he
said. "The manufacturers of cartridges
are incorporating much better tape
offering improved frequency response,
less noise and more phase and flutter
stability!'
He also said cartridge machine
manufacturers are producing outstanding machines with features for better
recording and playback response.
For information from BSW, call
1-800-426-8434.
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ALLIED

THE PORTABLES
SESCOM S ANSWERS
TO YOUR LITTLE
AUDIO PROBLEMS...

America's Best
is looking for
America's Best
If you are a trained radio
broadcast equipment salesperson, if you're the best in
your field, we're looking for
you.

57 DIFFERENT BOXES
FOR COMMON AUDIO
INTERFACING
SMALL SIZE 4 1 2"W X 1 1.2 -D
X I I 2 H"
LOMMON AC POWER SUPPLY OR
BATTERY OPERA [ ION
CAN BE DAISY - CHAINED
FOR MULTI - FUNCTIONS
RACKMOUNT AVAILABLE
AFFORDABLE
EASY TO USE

Qualified applicants should
call with resume, ready:
TOM HARLE
317-962-8596

Ya gotta have the right connections.
Henry's famous Matchbox WITH all in/out connectors.

Henry's Matchbox matches unbalanced and consumer level
equipment to broadcast leves
and impedances.
Offer subject to be withdrawn at any time.

L_1 SESCOM INC.
2 I00 WARD DR.
HENDERSON NV 890 15
702

-

FULLY LOADED
AS SHOWN

$179

Price includes
connectors

+F&H

.ALLIED

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

702-565-3000.1300-634-3457.9AX

To get your next
Henry Matchbox
to work right...

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
U.S.A.
5E5

-9

82

> HA9RIS

If you love to sell,
you'll love Allied.

C09.11•AN •

800-622-0022

0

3712 NATIONAL RO. WEST • P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 4:75
000
19901111111111/911.190
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A Look Inside the NAB Test CD
by Ty Ford
Baltimore MD In the middle of 1988,
Stan Salek left his position as Engineering Manager at Circuit Research Labs
(CRL) to come to work as astaff engineer
for the NAB in Washington. His move
put into motion asequence of events that
resulted in the NAB Broadcast and Audio System Test CD.
In case you missed its debut release in
November of. '88, be advised that while
it'll never show up on Casey Kasem's
Countdown, it will probably be number
one on the radio engineering and audio
production top ten.

PRODUCER'S
FILE
The idea originally came out of aneed
for simple and affordable NRSC test
gear. Salek, who had many AM pet
projects while at CRL, found quick acceptance at the NAB for his test CD concept. He then went about the task of
researching what other tracks should be
included on the disc.
"I surveyed the engineering staff over
here (NAB) and also got a lot of help
from Geoff Mendenhall, VP of Engineering management at Broadcast Electronics. The BE staff of 27 engineers
provided asurvey of more than enough
tracks to fill the CD!'
As the project continued, Salek began
looking for someone to produce the final product. At the end of that search,
Denon was chosen.
As part of the deal, Denon offered to
generate all of the tracks in the digital domain. IBM compatible PCs with special
interfaces were used to create the programs. According to Salek, "Most of the
material is so precise or so difficult that
it's almost impossible to make them up

with standard test equipment!'
Figure the engineering budget that
you'd need to get all the test gear necessary to generate this collection of
sounds. Since the test CD costs only $40,
you could use that money to give your
engineer araise and be well on the way
to anew transmitter. After you got the
new transmitter (which would operate
at the new NRSC standards) you could
use the test CD to keep everything in
spec.
Although the NAB Broadcast
and Audio System Test CD comes with
a21 page booklet that does agood job
of explaining everything you need to
know, Ifound the "Use and Applications" paper written by Salek auseful
addition, even though it duplicates some
of the information. Maybe you can get
him to send one along when you order
the CD.

NAB BROADCAST
AND AUDIO SYSTEM
TEST CD
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terizing composite FM signals.
According to the manual, tracks 31 to
36 provide the necessary tones for CCIF
second-order IMD tests. This type of distortion often increases rapidly at frequencies above 10 kHz, causing differEquipment alignment
ent products to distort lower audio freAlthough you need a good oscilloscope and a distortion analyzer and a quencies.
Typically, the cause relates to transmitspectrum analyzer for some of the more
ters, matching networks and antenna
intricate tests, Ifound the first 29 tracks
systems that become non-linear at 10
very useful for equipment and tape makHz or more removed from the carrier
chine alignment.
frequency of the station. Several stations
Tracks 1to 13 combine channel assignment and phase checks, a variety of
reference tones, sine wave frequency
and level sweeps, separation tests,
phase/delay linearity, infinity zero silence (with all bits set to zero) and siby Steve Crowley
lence plus one bit alternating at 22.05
kHz.
Washington DC In amove that will
The "silence plus one" signal is great
make radio frequency radiation (RFR)
for opening the analog mute circuits
measurements less of aproblem for staused to keep residual noise from reaching the output.
Tracks 14 to 29B protions, the FCC has adopted new criteria
for the environmental evaluation of RFR
vide mono tones from 20 Hz to 20 kHz
"hot-spots" or intense, localized fields.
for manually sweeping tape systems, auIn addition, the agency has adopted
dio amplifiers or complete broadcast aunew rules for RFR evaluation when exdio chains.
posure guidelines are exceeded due to
Track 30 provides SMPTE intermoduthe presence of multiple transmitters.
lation distortion (IMD) test signals for
The new criteria, contained in aReport
testing both linear systems and chairac-

that have employed the sharp filtering
characteristics of the NRSC-1 standard
have reported higher audio quality, even
on narrow bandwidth receivers.
Carrier null checking
Tracks 37 to 44 are Bessel calibration
tones for FM systems which provide exact modulating frequencies for checking
carrier null at 100% modulation.
They include 82.5 kHz (FM broadcast
plus two subcarriers), 75 kHz (FM broad(continued on page 25)

Hot Spots Revisited

SET IT UP
LOCK IT UP
o

Orban's model 464A is afour stage gain control system
designed to provide your facility with consistent, high-quality
sound while it protects from overload or damage.
The 464A system features:
• Ultrasmooth leveler for transparent gain riding—without
long-term, distortion-producing overshoots
• Fast compressor with peak clipper for protection against
short-term transients
•" Silence Gate" to prevent pumping and breathing during
pauses

ee

• HF Limiter with six switchable preemphasis curves to
handle STL's and preemphasized drivers
Like all Orban products, the 464A
is built to work around the
clock—so you don't
have to.
Orban

adivision of AKG Acoustics, InL

otbon

LISTEN TO THE
DIFFERENCE

645 Bryant St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480
FAX: (415) 957-1070
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and Order in General Docket No. 88-469,
are the culmination of aproceeding dating back to September, 1988. Then, the
Commission adopted a Notice of Pro-

CORNER
posed Rulemaking to consider amending its environmental rules to handle
hot-spot and multiple transmitter concerns.
Best judgement
The Commission has adopted the following guideline (it's not arule)—they call
it their "best judgement" concerning this
topic: " ... it is recommended that during routine measurements of radio frequency fields for compliance purposes, a
minimum separation distance of 20 cm be
maintained between are-radiating object
and the closest sensing element of a
probe. However, as aprecautionary measure it is recommended that consideration
be given to the presence of intense, localized fields in the range of 10-20 cm from
the re-radiating object!'
What do they mean by "consideration"
of the 10-20 cm range? In its discussion
of the new guideline the Commission
gives an example where there are excessive fields in the 10-20 cm region. In that
case, signs could be posted noting the
presence of a localized high field
strength and advising that the area
should be avoided for periods that exceed the ANSI six-minute averaging
period.
The Commission goes on to note that
even though the posting of this information will not be required for showing compliance with the ANSI protection guides,
it is recommended as aprecaution.
(continued on page 19)

The cart machine
with bells and whistles
your audience will never hear.
F

on-air!) And for adjustments to
program length, there's atrue
van-speed control.
You'll also find arecord azimuth adjustment system with
phase display for when you want
to make the best recording
possible.
But the CTM-10 is not all
just bells and whistles. It's the
only cart you can buy with HXPro.* That means that you can
get areally f)ot signal off the
tape, and still keep those high
frequencies where they need to
be for that crisp, clear sound.
And some things we keep
real cool, like we don't use solenoids for our pinchroller because
they can generate excess heat.
You'll also appreciate the CTM-10's
fast start time—it lets you cue
up tighter without worrying
about wow.

inally, acart that delivers
the creature comforts that
other Otan iaudio machines have
offered for years! And not only
does Otari's CTM-10 make your
job easier, it also delivers outstanding audio performance, so
your output sounds more like a
CD player than acart.

•

Iffiaky duty direct drive capstan provides accuracy
and reliability

You get extensive metering,
including dedicated metering for
the cue-track. ( Now you can verify the cue-tone before you go
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And, of course, we give you
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mono/stereo playonly deck.
Call us at ( 415) 341-5900
for more information about the
CTM-10. The cart machine we
built for perfectionists.
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KBSG Has a Change of View
by Dee McVicker
Seattle WA In 1948, the Seattle skyline uttered apanoramic view of Puget
Sound, the Olympic Mountains and the
Cascades. It still does. But in that year
alarge metropolitan skyline wasn't yet
on the horizon.
In any case, the founding fathers of
KBSG-FM—then KTNT—weren't concerned with the Seattle skyline. They
had anew FM station to put up in Tacoma, one of the few FMs built during
this era without the omnipresence of a
sister AM.

that the old transmitter site in Tacoma,
with its peripheral coverage of the Seattle area, did not address current demographics, the group tackled the it first.
CE Clay Freinwald, a KBSG veteran
and abroadcaster who had been in the
market for 30 years, set to work build-

The tower is now home to four other FM
stations in the market.
In 1988 Freinwald began looking for a
new studio location that would put
KBSG-FM on the Seattle map. He found
it on the north end of Seattle's high-rise
core at 20 floors up in a new building

*ng anew site on Tiger Mountain, a3125'
peak located 18 miles east of Seattle. It
was by no means asmall project, being
the first master combiner FM antenna
system built in the Pacific Northwest.

structure.
In contrast to the old facility, which
had housed aradio legend since 1948,
the new building is atribute to modern
architecture. "We've had it described as
aSparnrm can," said Freinwald. "It's actually aparallelogram."
It was chosen, said Freinwald half in
jest, "because of its spectacular view."
The new studios, at the top floor, offer
aspectacular view of the mountains, the
harbor and adirect line of sight to Tiger
Mountain.

along one wall with an eight-track studio
across the hall. But the layout, he said,
is secondary to the acoustical properties
of the facility.
'The studios had some rather stringent
sound criteria they had to meet, and
they did,' he said. Freinwald, with the
guidance of Seattle acoustical consultant
firm Michael Yantis and Associates,
modeled the acoustical layout from
ASTM requirements. All told, the studio
complex would be, as Freinwald
described it, "abox within abox." Nothing, he explained, touches the outside
world.
To give extreme isolation from low frequency noises, the concrete flooring,
which was pumped up onto the 20th
(continued on page 20)

FACILITIES
SHOWCASE
Some 30 years later, the skyline and
KBSG would have achange of view. On
the immediate horizon was one large
metropolitan skyline that stretched from
Seattle to Tacoma. Also on the immediate horizon was the inevitable retirement
of KBSG's founding fathers. Getting up
in years, the founders of Tribune Publishing Company wanted to retire from
an empire that included not only KBSGFM, but an AM station, aTV station and
two newspapers.
Media giant Viacom Broadcast Group
picked up Tribune Publishing Company's FM station in 1987. Recognizing

puv__
j
h

EXIT

168 A

Lakeview Blvd.
Seattle Center 1 Roanoke St.

Studio trio
Freinwald described the facility's layout as atrio of studios—the on-air, the
newsroom and atwo-track production—

hat is it about the Signature Ill that keeps so many leading
station groups and consulting engineers coming back for
another, and another, and...? Is it this console's unparalleled
record of reliability and longevity? The LPB Signature Ill's easily
maintained modular electronics? Its excellent RFI immunity? Or
is it designed- for- radio features like the following:
•3 inputs per channel
•Identical Program 1 and Program 2 output busses
•Remote starts on all channels ( except channel 1)
•Mono/stereo input switch ( on stereo consoles)

Bi-directional RPU for $250
with The Cellular Production Unit'
by The Davis Communications Group
By connecting our $250.00 Cellular Production Unit "'" to your cellular telephone, you
get afully bi-directional RPU system capable of interfacing with any audio gear you
own, including frequency extenders. The CPU" features aseparate output for return
audio, and provides
you with instant
mobile remote

capability from any
cellular service
location, without
FCC licensing or RF
problems.

•Components and connections clearly labeled for painless
installation and easy maintenance
Chances are, it's all of the above. But whatever the reasons,
leading stations and engineers across the country demand
Signature Ill's " unstoppable" performance. In fact, they've
made it one of the most popular consoles ever built. If you've
been spending too much time inside your console lately,
contact your broadcast equipment dealer or call LPB for full
information and specifications at ( 215) 644-1 123.
LPB Signature Ill audio consoles are available in 6,8,10 and 12 channel stereo
and 6,8 and 10 channel mono configurations.

LPB®

28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123 • Fax: 215-644-8651

Circle 68 On Reader Service Card

•Sports Events
•Live News
Coverage
•On-Site Promotions
•Boom Boxes
•Roving Interviews
•TV IFB/CUE

fl

BROADCAST
SERVICES CO.

CPU and Cellular Production Une are trademarks of The Davrs Commumcaeons Group

Neal Davis, Fcur Oaks, NC, 919 934-6869 • Keith Arnett, Front Royal, VA, 703 635-1413
FAX 919 934-1537
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Computer Contour Calculations
by Barry Mishkind

reach?
It might even help you to develop your
own converge map. Or deal with amanager who wants to know how far good
reception should be expected for the sig-

Tucson AZ How would you like to
have a little program that can tell you
how far your FM signal contours will

THEORETICAL

Figure 1.
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nal. All without going blind on the
charts from the Rules.
This month we will discuss such aprogram, and how you can get it without
busting your budget.
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COVPRED, a program Idesigned, is
not very complex and it does not give
precise figures for use on FCC filings.
However, COVPRED does let you see
the basic size of your theoretical pattern.

presets)?

80

kilometers

change: < H>eight, < P>ower, < D>bu, < E>xit?

And, as you can dynamically manipulate the power, height and desired
parameters of interest, you can also see
the effects they have upon coverage.
,What it is
One of the nice features of COVPRED
is that it allows you to zero in on the field
strength(s) of interest for your station.
Many times, the contour of interest
will be the 3.16 mV (70 dBu) contour, often referred to as a "city grade" signal,
or the 1mV ( 60 dBu) contour, the more
rural coverage.
But, suppose for example you have
lots of high rise and other densely constructed buildings you must penetrate?
In such acase, you may want to know
where your 80 dBu or higher contour
reaches.
Conversely, out in open areas, there
may well be quite fine reception out to
the 50 dbU or 316 iLV level. Modern
(continued on page 27)

COMPLETE YOUR DEFINITION OF " CLASS A,"
CALL CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
Continental Electronics is here to assist you with your new definition of
"Class A." You can increase power, increase revenue base, and expand
your listening audience by upgrading your transmitting facility.

:es

Continental has engineered four transmitters to meet your needs. The
500/1000 Watt transmitter is single phase and is only 42 inches tall. This
transmitter and the 3.8 kW are totally solid-state and designed for high
efficiency and reliability.
The 2.5 kW and the 5 kW transmitters are single tube transmitters. All
Continental FM transmitters include an internal harmonic filter and the
Ultimate 802A Exciter.
500/1000W

3.8 kW

For service after the sale, call the Continental 24- hour tech line. At
Continental, service is an attitude, not a department.
So, call your Continental Sales Manager to get the complete definition
of " Class A."

varian®
5kW

continental electronics division
P.O. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Telephone: 214-381-7161 Fax: 214-381-4949
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FROM
E
TRENCHES
by Alan Peterson
Dear IG—
The report from the ol' trench starts off
with my very favorite question, asked by
nearly everybody Imeet:
"Al, what's your very favorite production trick?"
Well-1111, like magicians, good production rats like to keep their best sounds
asecret. But, out of the inkwell come a

Tricks of the Trade
We full-scale production types don't
like to admit it, but there are dirty tricks
as well (why do ya think they call us
"rats?").
Like loading Little Richard's "WopBop-A-Loo-Bomp" into a sampler and
letting it loop ad infinitum all weekend
few gems, trade secrets, so to speak, I long. Pity the poor weekender who has
never seen an Emulator before and has
wouldn't mind revealing.
to endure it for five hours.
Let's start with: pitch shifter before
And when things get really dull, I
reverb. The ambient effect is ahalf-octave
head to WHYN Springfield, book time
below normal voice—weird!
in Production "A" and kill time creating
How about: subtle chorusing effects to
Lissajous pretzel pictures on the phasegive ashimmer to sound? Much nicer to
scope. Ifigure with five SPX 90s and a
experience than the mind-numbing shooplittle DC offset on each, Imay be able to
shoopshoop of most chorus generators.

IsYour Radio Station
Ready for Baseball?
Scientific-Atlanta is Ready
with a Limited-Time,
Special Equipment Offer!

Scientific
Atlanta

The Spring baseball season is upon us. This
year's network baseball play-by-play will
capture all the excitement. And it's available
with all the state-of-the-art quality and
reliability you've come to expect from
Scientific-Atlanta Satellite Radio Products.

Scientific-Atlanta's Model 7550 Satellite Receiver
Equipment Special Offer
With the purchase of each Scientific-Atlanta
FM SCPC Model 7550 Satellite Receiver
package, select your choice of any one of:
•

A Free L- Band TVRO Video Receiver
($500 retail value)

•

A Free Low- Noise Amplifier

• $ 200 Cash Rebate from Scientific-Altanta
The radio industry's number-one satellite radio
products feature the most advanced FM
SCPC technology and are fully frequency
agile for transponder and IF frequency
selection.
Don't miss another season--call
Scientific-Atlanta's Network Systems Group
at (407) 255-3000, and ask for Radio Sales.
(Reference quotation number 90M010)
Orders are factory direct. Expedited delivery
available on all items in stock.
Offer expires April 15, 1990.

Scientific-Atlanta
Network Systems Group
Radio Systems & Products Office
420 N. Wickham Road
Melbourne, FL 32935
(407) 255-3000
FAX (407) 259-3942
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replicate the Olympic logo of five rings.
Like every good razor-head reading
this, my most favorite trick of all time is
making other razor-heads wonder, "now
how the heck did he do that?"
Cruel? Not really. PDs fake out other
PDs all the time ... "Hey, guess what
kinda signal proc I've got in my line this
week? Am Ireally using CDs on-air or
Edison cylinders? Do you hear the big
Orban processor on my jock mic or a
CBS Audimax? Eat my dust sucker!!!
HAHAHAHA!"
What makes it so much fun for me is
the element of sophistication my friends
enjoy in their positions ... it makes
them forget some of the simplest tricks.
This drives them batty.
Case in point: Isent an associate a
spot Idid. Now this guy has a MIDI
setup at home which makes my humble four-track rig look like a Muppet
Babies cassette player. The spot in question had a "talking synthesizer" stinger
and right away he dove in to figure
out how I did it.
'Al, Ithink I've got it figured out. I've set
up my MIDI-programmable EQ (Idon't

. . . my favorite
trick is the one I
haven't done
yet . . .
own one) to filter sounds the way your
mouth does. My sequencer (better than
I've ever seen) sends note info to my synth
(biggest #$!&* Roland I've come across)
and program change data to the EQ. It still
sounds pretty rough but I'm onto
you...now don't tell me how you did it!"
He always tells me that—don't tell me
how you did it. Ninety percent of the fun
in his life is the thrill of the chase. If he
can't do it on his MIDI gear, he'll try
speech synthesis. If that doesn't work,
he'll try resynthesis, using Fast Fourier
Transform to alter the harmonics in his
voice. He just doesn't want to hear how
Idid it.
I'm sorry to blow his dream out of the
water Jude, but Ican't live with my conscience anymore ...
Paul, here's how it's done. Stick ahose
into acheap speaker driver, put the other
end in your mouth, bang on atoy Casio
keyboard and say the name of the client.
In other words, the old Peter Frampton
Talk-Box—ahomemade Sonovox (which
Ibelieve is atrademark name, so Iuse
it with care), awah-wah tube ... Paul,
I'm talking low-tech!
I'm talking days of old when tape was
gold
and analog was "in,"
you
worked the faders with your toes and
reel-flange with your chin.
Ain't poetry grand?
This may be acomplete one-eighty to
most readers of my jottings, but it's true.
Never lose the vision, but don't forget
the basics.
The fundamentals of what we do must
not get buried by the Brave New World
of technology. I still flange with my
thumbs from time to time, Istill keep an
oatmeal box handy for mic tricks (hey,
it's the right thing to do!) and—to the
chagrin of console manufacturers all
(continued on page 28)
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FCC Revamps Its Old
Hot Spot Regulations
14)
Keep in mind that these distances are
from the re-radiating object to the
closest "sensing element" of the probe.
On most probes, the sensing elements
are not exposed and are surrounded
by a styrofoam shell; the thickness of
this shell has to be taken into account.
According to OST Bulletin No. 65,
most broadband survey instruments
have a 5 cm separation built into the
probe.

strength at the multiple-transmitter site
is less than one percent of its ANSI limit,
it should be OK (at least regarding the
multiple-transmitter site).
Some parties in this proceeding supported afive percent threshold, which
would have provided even greater relief
for broadcasters. The Environmental
Protection Agency opposed this though,
saying five percent of the ANSI limits "is
not a trivial exposure." (This from the
same agency that stopped work on developing federal guidelines for RFR exRule revision
posure because it found no demonstraAs proposed in 1988, the Commission
ble harm was caused to the public. Oh
well ... )
has revised Section 1.1307(b) of the rules
regarding instances in which exposure
A final note. Even if you meet the one
percent exclusion criteria, the hot-spot
guidelines are exceeded due to multiple
guideline, or are categorically excluded,
transmitters at acommon site.
In such cases, actions necessary to
there is aprovision in the rules which
bring an area into compliance shall be
states that if any interested person (a
competitor?) alleges that aparticular acthe shared responsibility of all licensees,
not otherwise categorically excluded (like
tion will have asignificant environmental effect, the FCC may require the
licensees of land-mobile transmitters or
preparation of an environmental assessFM boosters with transmitter power of
ment.
10 watts or less), whose transmitters contribute more than one percent of exnee
Steve Crowley is aregistered professional
posure limits.
This will help, for example, when a engineer with the consulting firm of du Treil,
station wants to increase power at aloLundin & Rackley, Inc., 1019 19th Street,
cation some distance away from a NW, Third Floor, Washington, DC, 20036.
multiple-transmitter site that already has
He can be reached at 202-223-6700, or by
FAX at 202466-2042.
RFR problems. If that station's field
(continued from page

1990's AUTOMATION PROFITABILITY
Call Us Today!

Find out how CTI can
deliver astate-of-the-art
system using a new PCbased Format Sentry
controller combined with
remanufactured source
equipment at . . .

Rack Up
Some
Points...

ST1JOE.R

...Rack Up A Studer
Point # 1 The Studer A727 is the ultimate in rack
mountable CD players for professional use. Balanced
XLR outputs, dedicated remote ports with optional
control module, and built-in rack ears mean no modifying or jury-rigging to make this unit compatible in
professional surroundings.
Point # 2 The A727 is full of convenience features.
Large, single function keys with autocue and start/
end review make finding, cueing, and starting cuts a
snap, and there's no waiting around with the A727's

50% SAVINGS

Whether your station is
satellite, live assist, or reelto-reel, CTI has the answers.

quick CD drawer and ultra- short access time.
Point # 3 The A727 is Studer tough, under $2,000.00
and is now available from BSW. Call to order yours.

•2week delivery
•1year warranty
•Compatible with traffic
systems
•Arrives ready to go on the
air!
•Easy to program 8c operate
•30 years experience

BSW

800-327-4121

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
2950

S.W. Second Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315

800-327-4121
Circle 94 On Reader Service Card

305 761 1106

1-800-426-8434

ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSW . 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114
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KBSG Settles into New Digs
(continued from page 16)
floor from street level in "one pump,"
was jacked up an inch and ahalf. At approximately 4" thick, the flooring is isolated from the building floor on spring
isolators.
Linking studios to engineering
Freinwald elected to install 4" conduits
that provide an interconnection path between the studios and the engineering
area, with two conduit penetrations
through the studios' floors—one for
speakers and one for electrical. This, said
Freinwald, "will allow us to change consoles, complete cabinetry—lots of capac-

ity for the future."
Encompassing the conduits is an elastic material that allows movement of
sound without transferring the audible
effects to the studios. This extrememeasure isolation, said Freinwald, "prohibits transference of vibration from the
building floor via the conduit in the
floating floor."
Being on the top floor, KBSG was favored with an uncommon 18 feet of
floor-to-ceiling clearance. Naturally,
Freinwald made good use of the extra
footage by suspending the ceiling without space limitations. Described by
Freinwald as "relatively standard;' the

THE LEADERS ...
from THE LEADERS

suspended ceiling is three ceilings
deep— each doubling up on 5/8"
sheetrock.
The studio walls and doors are equally

Production A uses an Auditronics 218 (center). Turntables are hidden under lids to operator's right.

insulated from the outside world, with
some doors weighing in at approximately 400 pounds and walls doublelayered in sheetrock. And to look out at
the outside world, multiple layers of
heavy glass were placed between the
viewer and the building windows.
All this acoustical preparation was not

DYNAMAx

41.
••••••

•‘

1

Dynamax CTR10 Series. Today's
Leading Catridge Machines.
Available from the Leading Broadcast
Equipment Supplier.
Call today to learn more about the
Dynamax Series, and our other
equipment lines.

AUDIO

broadcasting environments, Master Millwork had recently completed a studio
project for another Seattle station and
Freinwald was impressed with the firm's
work. As for broadcast vendors, said
Freinwald, "Ididn't find anything in
their offerings that addressed specifically
what Iwanted to do."
What Freinwald wanted to do was

Production B features a two-mic voice position for talent.

lost on the studios. Freinwald tackled
equipment and furniture requirements
with the same enthusiasm for quality.
After reviewing furniture designs by
broadcast vendors, Freinwald decided to
capitalize on local talent, Master Millwork in Tacoma. Not usually found in

build astudio complex free of unsightly
wires and metal racks. "Idetest two
things in studios;' said Freinwald, "open
metal cabinetry and visible wires."
Cabinets to cubbyholes
Freinwald designed cabinet encasings
for the equipment racks and even went
as far as to design "cubbyholes" for studio telephones. With most of the wires
and racks cloaked behind cabinetry, the
only visible wires in KBSG's new studios
are those that are necessary: the microphone wires, telephone cords and headset wires.
In the eight-track room, built around
a24-input Auditronics 400 console, are
one Otani MX-70 reel-to-reel, two Otani
MTR-10 reel-to-reels, two Technics 770
CD players, a Teac cassette deck, and
three cart machines: an ITC 99 record/playback and two ITC Delta playbacks.
Although the station rarely uses vinyl
source, two SP10 Technics turntables are
"there if they need them." This approach
to redundant source gear can found
throughout the facility.
A unique contribution to the eighttrack studio is what Freinwald calls a
"voice position table." Far removed from
console control for sound isolation, this
station is where talent do the majority
of their multiple voice overdubbing.
The eight-track studio features four
(continued on page 26)

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

In Stock — Available for Immediate Delivery

Price $ 2400.00

2 Towers

Will operate with any remote control equipment.

broadcast group inc.

2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507-3087
616-452-1596
800-999-9281
FAX: 616-452-1652

Price

$1780.00

2 Towers For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.

These monitors are state-of-the art instruments of unequalled accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5°
or better on phase) and stability With typical modulation the true ratio readout of these monitors is a
factor of 10 more stable than instniments that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is autornatic, no extra operation. In addition to the analog DC outputs for remote
control the Mode MAR has a multiplexed BCD digital output which can be used to drive the Remote
Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. •
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Modular Studio Construction
by Thomas L. Vernon
Harrisburg PA Let's face it, building
new studios can be anightmare. This is
especially true when the budget is
limited, as is often the case in many
small market stations.
It's tough to find architects experienced
with soundproof construction and even
tougher to find contractors willing to follow detailed plans necessary to ensure
that there are no sound leaks.
Too often the results of this scenario
are studios where sounds from one
room are plainly audible in the adjacent
studio and it's always too hot or too cold
to work comfortably for more than afew
minutes. But there is an alternative to local on-site construction of soundproof
studios—modular enclosures.
Assembling prefabricated studios takes
a good collection of hand tools. You
may want to have duplicates of some
tools, so several people can be working
on similar tasks simultaneously. Here's
apartial list of what's necessary.
Air compressor with pop rivet gun
Several pairs of large, needlenosed vice grips
Quarter-inch variable speed reversible drill
Several 9/32" drill bits
Several large rubber mallets
At least two 6' ladders
Large chassis punch
Three-foot carpenter level
Large crow bar
Hack saw
Large " C" clamps
Two caulking guns

•

•

Prefabricated rooms are usually custom designed to the user's specifications
and include lighting, electrical outlets

-- STATION 7:7
SKETCHES
and ventilation as part of the package.
Assembly time for amodest sized room
should be no more than three days. Cost
is only slightly more than on-site construction and sound isolation specifications are guaranteed.
Similar preparation
Planning for modular enclosures is
similar to that for conventional construction. A rough drawing is prepared by the
user indicating inside and outside
dimensions, locations of windows, doors
and ventilation ducts. As you're planning space allotment, allow about 4" of
space between existing walls and the
new enclosure.
Additional clearance must be planned
for air silencer panels. This spacing is
necessary to insure the acoustic integrity
of the modular enclosure and to facilitate construction. The only place it
should come into contact with the building is via the sound isolation rails on the
floor. You may want to bring in an architect to be sure your floors can safely
withstand the added weight of these
steel enclosures.
An option worth considering is a
larger conduit. Normally, an empty 1"
conduit is installed for your use. This
runs from an opening on top of the roof
to ajunction box which is usually close

to the floor. You may wish to specify a
2" or larger conduit if you need to pull
alot of audio cable.
These plans are submitted to the
manufacturer who will supply you with
blueprints that must be initialed and
returned before construction begins.
It's a good idea to talk with the
manufacturer's representatives about
any questionable items you notice before
"signing off" on the blueprint. After this
point, changes may be impossible, or
very expensive.
After the blueprints are sent in, plans
should be made to unload and store the

•

LOSS OF CHANNEL CORRECTION

la

AUDIO POLARITY CORRECTION

•

User programmed sequence and time delays

•

On-line audio monitoring and stereo audio
switching

•

Microprocessor based

•

Audio error alarms and level matching

AND MORE... CALL OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

IC

TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

77 Kreiger Lane, Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-5472
Circle 93 on Reader Service Card

Planning the assembly
Plan on having a half dozen of your
largest friends on hand to help with the
unloading and later with the assembly.
Not only will it take longer with fewer
people, but there's areal danger of personal injury. Some of the larger wall
panels can weigh over 500 pounds and
(continued on page 29)

L
OCK THE DOORS, WALK A
WAY,
Y
OU'RE ONTHE AIR...

AUTOMATIC
SWITCH TO SECONDARY OR TERTIARY
STEREO INPUTS ON PRIMARY LOSS OF
CHANNEL
SWITCH TO SECONDARY OR TERTIARY
STEREO INPUTS ON PRIMARY LOSS
OF AUDIO

large crates containing the disassembled
walls. Most motor freight companies will
only deliver items to the end of the
truck. You may need to rent aforklift to
take it from there.

...FCC LEGAL
The National Supervisory Network is your duty operator 24 hours aday, seven
days aweek, providing:
• FCC & FEMA Compliance for an Off- Premise Control Point U ALicensed, Trained,
Experienced Operator on Duty • Transmitter Monitoring & Command 111 Emergency
Broadcast System Monitoring & Command • Security & Fire Alarm Monitoring •
Complete Operations Logs— Readings Every 30 Minutes • Trend Analysis Reports
for Your Engineer U An On- Line Broadcast Data Base U Optional Private Data
Sub- Networks for Station Groups • Optional CD Quality Digital Audio Sub- Networks
We supply the satellite and
computer equipment for the basic data
link as part of our regular service fee:
$1.09 per hour.

1 (800) 345-VSAT

NATIONAL
SUPERVISORY
NETWORK

NATIONAL OFF-PREMISE CONTROL

AVON, COLORADO

For Information
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A Decision Maker's Checklist
sands of troops off with the wave of your
pen, you are paid to make calculated deDowners Grove IL The room was half cisions as a manager.
So let's look at the elements of success*
lit, as gray began seeping through the
ful decision-making, because the ability to
blinds. Iprobed the nightstand for the TV
make swift and solid decisions is one of
remote control and pressed all the buttons
the main skills that set leaders apart from
until the screen snapped to life.
As sleep's fog cleared from my eyes, I people who just have management titles.
heard the newsman talking about
Have a method"
American troops. The tube flashed imBen Franklin had a decision-making
ages of parachutes, tanks and troops,
process that has been copied by alot of
and they were shooting.
successful managers over the years and
it's simple. He would just draw a line
down the center of asheet of paper. On
one side he wrote the reasons why he
should take agiven course of action and
on the other side the reasons why he
should not.
At first Ithought that this was simply
In most cases, if you've given this exeralook back at Grenada, or maybe some
cise sufficient effort, the proper decision
exercise, but then the President came on.
should be visually evident. One side of
I'll never forget what he said, referencthe sheet will usually dwarf the other and
ing the injuries to and threats against
the better choice becomes obvious.
Americans in Panama:
But, beyond the technical system you
"I decided that was enough!"
use to effect your decision, you should
The rest, as we know, took acouple
also consider whether to make the
weeks. And now Noriega will get the
choice alone—or with your troops?
same right every American enjoys: waiting nearly one, full, natural lifetime for There are pros and cons for being the
democrat and for being the dictator. It
his case to go through the American jusdepends on the situation and its imtice system. But the point Iwant to fomediacy.
cus on is that one man, George Bush,
In most cases, if you have the time, it
made amanagement decision; and that's
what set all that we saw in motion.
pays to incorporate your people into the
process, because they will be more motiWhile you're not the President of the
vated to accomplish the decision's goals
United States, and you can't send thouby John Cummuta

ENGINEERING
MANAGER
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PROCESS
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DBE- 1000

Dynamic Baseband Enhancer
Many of our industry's top rated
FMs have a
DBE- 1000 in their
air chain.
The DBE- 1000 is
only for the station
that wants to be

dominant and best
sounding in its
market.
The DBE- 1000 burns
ahole in the dial for
the top markets. Let
it burn one for you.

DBE Dynamic Baseband Enhancer
From Somich
ALLIED
Engineering

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

$1895 00

A

HARRIS

COMPANY

800-622-0022

3712 NATIONAL RD. WEST • P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375
1990 1099115/ALLIED

if they have apart in making the choice
themselves.
In mentioning the Ben Franklin process above, Igave you an example of an
analytical decision-making process. But
don't ever lose sight of the value of your
intuition. Whenever you're making adecision, listen to your gut. And, unless
the facts to the contrary are overwhelming, don't go against your gut feelings.
Your intuition is really your subconscious mind's evaluation of the situation,
taking into account every related experience you've ever had. ln actuality,
your intuitive feeling is really the result
of an exhaustive analysis by your subconscious mind.
The legendary Will Rogers once said,
"I've experienced many terrible things in
my life . . . afew of which actually happened."
He was simply reminding us that the
human mind tends to worry and fret
about potential problems, well in advance of their reality and usually out of
all proportion to their actual dimensions.
Whenever you feel yourself wanting to
make adecision, just take amoment to ask
yourself whether this decision must be
made now. Then ask yourself whether the
deadline you're basing your calculations
on is real or arbitrary. Many decisions
work themselves out, if left alone. Your instinct will help you identify which are
which.
Sound advice
Two proverbial thoughts come to
mind, when Iponder this question. The
first is from the Bible: "
There is wisdom
in a multitude of counselors!' That
means that, in many cases, getting feedback from many different knowledgeable people will help you reach awiser
decision.
The other saying talks about lawyers,
but it could apply to all of us. It goes,
"Any lawyer who represents himself has
afool for aclient!' This also speaks of
going outside your own experience for
the knowledge and objectivity to make
sound decisions.
Does this mean that you should never
make an important decision without seeking wise counsel? It depends. It depends
on the gravity of the decision, for sure, but
also on your own personal and professional weaknesses, limitations and biases.
If you can't be objective about àgiven
situation, or if your expertise or experience is limited in that area, don't
hesitate to get input from people who
may have faced the same dilemma.
Whether or not they were successful
when they made the decision they can

Synergisms
Synergy is the technical term, but
what it means is that two or more unrelated concepts, organisms, organizations, people or whatever, come together
to form aresult that exceeds the value
of any of the separate parts. Whenever
possible in the decision making process,
employ what Icall experience synergy.
Look back into your experiences—not
only in your present situation or job, but
as far back as you can remember. Don't
just consider similar or related experiences, but look for situations that
had the same kind of pros and cons.
And don't just remember times when
you made the right decision. The fact is
that we tend to learn alot more from our
mistakes than we do from our successes.
If you have the luxury of time, load all
those experiences (think about them)
into your subconscious mind and let
them marinate for aday or two. You'll be
amazed at the ideas that can come at
you, seemingly out of the blue. They are
actually the output of the world's most
sophisticated computer and one that
works 24 hours aday.

Make the call
The true mark of aleader is the ability to stand up and be counted when the
tough calls come along. Many decisions
will give you everything from headaches
to heartaches, but they must be made.
If you can't make them, get out of the
way and let someone stand in the gap
who can.
Even our kinder and gentler President
is occasionally called upon to make some
emotionally hard decisions and he appears to be up to the job.
You can be too, if you choose the right
method, if the decision really needs to
be made right now, if you're honest with
yourself about your own limitations, if
you draw on all your experiences and—if
you have the guts.
John Cumin uta is president of Advanced
Marketing Concepts, Inc., a broadcast
management and marketing consulting firm
and a regular RW columnist. He can be
reached at 312-969-4400.

NRSC-2 Dilemma? No Problem.
We deliver the simple, effective, and inexpensive solution to
your compliance with the mandatory NRSC specification.
Easily installed in only minutes, our product utilizes digital
techniques for full asymmetrical peak control, self-regulating preemphasis and no- overshoot lowpass filtering. It works with any existing processing, or can even stand alone as the only processor you
really need!
INOVONICS MODEL 222 - $ 590
"
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share the realities of its consequences.
At one point in my journeys Iwas a
Quality Assurance Engineer for Rockwell International. Ican't tell you how
many times, in engineering, in sales, in
programming, in management, in writing, in training and in consulting that
I've used some of the principles Ilearned
in Quality Assurance.
All Iwould do is take agood concept
that worked in the manufacturing arena
and apply it to a completely different
process. It would almost always come together like the chocolate and peanut butter in the candy commercials.
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inovonics Inc.1

CALL: 1-800-733-0552
FAX: (408) 458-0554
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let its stylisn chassis fool you: Micromax®
is engineered from the inside out to hanale everything your crew can throw at it. The
way Dis in ahurry sometimes " slam-start" carts,
for example. Ordinary cart machines can't always keep up with that kind of treatment. But
Micromax's belt drive flywheel/capstan and DC
servo pinch roller motor roll with the punches—
they deliver smooth, wow-free starts in as little
as 60 milliseconds.
PR&E engineers designed Micromax to the same
high standards of dependability and efficiency
as aPacific Recorders console. In fact, it actually
runs so efficiently that cooling vents are unnecessary Cooler components are longer- lived
components— and this is the coolest cart
machine made.
It's : oaded with standard features, too: Replay Inhib:t, three cue tones, cue erase, auto fast recue and many more. Including Pacific Recorders'

SNOOK

TRE MONKEY -

Pet er

Maxtraxe tape heads* with matched electronics
for outstanding audio quality.
On performance, features and reliability
Micromax will go head-to-head wîth any cart
machine you can name ( except, of course, our
own Tomcat®). Yet its manufacturer-direct price
will make extremely efficient use of your equipment budget. So if things sometimes get alittle
wild in your studio, your next step should be
clear. Call PR&E for more detailed information
on the cart machine that's engineered to hang
tough and stay cool—Micromax.

lie

OIL PACIFIC RECORDERS
& ENGINEERING CORPORATION

2070 Las Palmas Drive • Carlsbad, California 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911 • Fax: 619-438-9277

Cab, • 1

RUST OF

BOOM -

Rolling Stones

Ar

*NAB-format heads are available at no extra cost.
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"We're burning ue every other AM
in the market with our new DX 10."

W

SEA AM serves the
Delmarva region and
South Jersey from
Georgetown, Delaware. They recently acquired a 10 kW day/1 kW
night directional authorization, a
Harris DX 10 digitally modulated
solid state AM transmitter— and
a new Corporate Chief Engineer,
Terry Dalton. "By the time WSEA's
owner Great Scott Broadcasting
hired me," Terry recalls, " they
had already decided on the Harris.
Icould understand that, since
the fifteen year old Gates at WSEA
still passes its proof of performance tests. But Ineeded to be
sold on the new Harris transmitter.
I'd heard about the DX series'
all- solid-state design and its digital
modulation, but Ididn't expect
them to make much difference."
Terry ran his DX 10 into a dummy
load at full power continuously
for six weeks before putting it on
the air. " Iwas ready to jump on
the slightest malfunction," he
admits, "but Icouldn't find anything. That kind of stability and
reliability was one thing that
turned my head around.

OR AT HOME. DX
PERFORMANCE IS AUDIBLY SUPERIOR.

The other was performance— in
A/B comparisons we ran with
the old Gates, the two signals
were like day and night. We had
NRSC-2 pre- emphasis on both
and an Optimod 9000 with the
high end cranked all the way up
on the Gates— but the Harris DX
Optimod is a registered trademark of Orban. Inc.

AND "THE BLOWTORCH

WSEA'S NEW HARRIS DX 10 DIGITALLY MODULATED AM TRANSMITTER.

was still cleaner and brighter. The
low end from the DX 10 was tight
and punchy, with none of the old
transmitter's boominess."
When WSEA finally put their new
DX 10 on the air, they did it with
no announcements at all. "That very
first day," Terry reports, "we got
calls from people picking us up
in places where they never could
before. Others commented on how
much better we were sounding,
even on car radios. We were still
running 1 kW under our old nondirectional authorization. But we
were burning up every other AM in
the market, including some that
put out an audibly overmodulated
signal. Our sales department immediately named this new DX 10
'The Blowtorch'."
Terry verified the DX 10's increased
coverage personally on a drive to
New Jersey. " Iused to lose WSEA
around Cape May," he says. 'Ibis
last time, the signal stayed clear
all the way to Atlantic City— a
35 mile increase in range without any more power.
Measurements showed me why
we're getting out so much further
now. The asymmetries are incredible: I'm running 98/9% negative
peaks and 119% positive, with
absolutely no distortion or splatter.

In tests, I've taken the positive
peaks even higher, and it stays
clean. Digital modulation and
solid state circuitry make a real
difference."
"I was ready to find things wrong
with the DX 10," Terry admits,
"But its performance and reliability have me 100% sold. As far as
I'm concerned, any new Great
Scott Broadcasting AM stations
will have Harris DX transmitters."
We're glad the DX 10 won Terry
Dalton over. It shows that DX
transmitters are doing everything
we expected of them. After all,
real innovations should make a
difference in the real world.
If you'd like more information on
DX series AM transmitters from
10 to 50 kW*, call (217) 222-8200,
Ext. 3408. If outside the continental US, fax your request to
(217) 224-2764. And for studio
equipment to take full advantage
of DX transmitter performance,
call Allied Broadcast Equipment
at (800) 622-0022.
Ask us about applications to 500 kW.

Heeums
HARRIS BROADCAST DIVISION
MARKETING DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 4290 • QUINCY. IL USA 62035-4290
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NAB Puts Test Tones on Disc
(continued from page 14)
cast with no subcarriers), 50 kHz (stereo
TV minus pilot and subcarriers), 25 kHz
(mono TV subcarrier), 10 kHz (stereo TV
SAP subcarrier), 6and 4kHz (FM carrier deviations) and 3 kHz (stereo TV
PRO subcarrier).
The collection of 1kHz 0dB tones on
track 45 move through a360° phase shift,
10° per step. This program is great for
checking the phase of tape systems, audio
chains or the operation of phase meters.
Calibrated white, pink, USASI, CCIR
and synthetic program noises comprise
tracks 46 to 50. When used with arealtime/spectrum analyzer, these noises
make easy work of system bandwidth
and frequency response checks.
There are three tones for alignment
and setup of NRSC-1 and NRSC-2 systems on tracks 51 to 53. They include a
200 Hz reference tone for calibration, a
9.5 kHz tone for low pass filter cutoff frequency measurement, and aten minute
long pulsed-USASI noise test.
Tracks 54-61 are commonly used

Do your wow and flutter measurements with the 30 one second tones at
3 kHz, 3.15 kHz and 12.5 kHz (0 dB
L+R) on tracks 71 to 73.
Telephone tones
The sixteen Dual-Tone Multiple Frequency ( DTMF) tones on track 74 replicate the tones most commonly used in
telephone and broadcast remote control
systems. Included are the four extra "supervisory" tones.
The EBS attention tone on track 75 can
be useful in trouble shooting EBS monitor problems. Don't even think about

using it to fool your friends.
Distortion analyzer calibration from
.1% to 3% is possible with 0Hz and 800
Hz calibrated tones on tracks 76 to 79.
Special test signals over awide range
of frequencies and levels from tracks 80
to 95 are used for checking peak program (PPM) and volume unit (VU) meter accuracy.
Short duration tone bursts at 1kHz, at
both —20 dB and 0dB, make tracks % and
97 useful in checking the attack and delay
circuitry in dynamic range processors.
The last two tone bursts on tracks 98
and 99 are specifically designed for

checking peak flasher accuracy of FM
broadcast modulation monitors.
All of the tracks are mastered to CDROM specifications, which means
they're more accurate than music CDs.
For more information on the NAB test
CD or any ideas as to what you'd like to
hear on volume II, call Stan Salek at
202-429-5391.
Ty Ford is an independent audio consultant and regular contributor to RW. He is
currently writing an advanced production
book for Focal Press. Reach him by phone at
301-889-6201 or by MCI mail #347-6635.

. . . 1found the 29
tracks very useful for
equipment and tape
machine alignment.
transmission preemphasis and deemphasis curve functions; NRSC, 50 microsecond, 75 microsecond, and 150 microsecond. Sweeping existing curves
with the complementary CD track
makes life a lot easier.
TV pilot and horizontal sweep frequencies for testing receiver/monitor
decoder activation functions, as well as
broadcasting encoding systems that synchronize to these frequencies, await you
on tracks 62 to 64.
Track 65's 25 Hz tone is useful in
trouble-shooting tone decoders for automation systems activated by that frequency.
Simultaneous 50 Hz and 15 kHz tones
on track 66 provide atest signal to check
the phase linearity of adevice or system
at both low and high frequencies. A 50
Hz and 15 kHz tone exactly aligned at
zero crossings can be compared for discrepancies.
The frequency sweeps on track 67
make quick work of checking the frequency response of any piece of audio
gear. The two sweeps are 20 to 20 kHz
at — 10 dB L+R the first time through,
then the same sweeps for L— R.
Calibrating levels
The thirteen indexed 400 Hz tones on
track 68 are recorded in 5dB steps from
0 to — 60 dB. Use them for calibrating
level indicating devices. Each track lasts
five seconds.
When used with ascope, Track 69's indexed discrete sweep of square waves,
at — 10 dB L+R from 20 Hz to 6300 Hz,
you can simultaneously measure amplitude and phase errors.
Track 70 offers very precise 100 Hz triangle waves ( L+R and L— R) for scope
checking AM transmitter modulator
linearity.

Day's dawn breaks on mis0) morn
With all its promises, all its hopes;
While youthful minds theirfollies express
Leaving rainbow traces of tomorrow.

In the not too distant future, it will be

our pleasure to introduce the Digital
Prizm and Digital Lazer, opening the
door to anew generation of audio
processing.

GENTNIER
Gentner Electronics Corporation
"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 28.

1825 Research Way

Salt Lake City, LT 8.4119 (801) 975-7200

Fax: (801) 977-0087

"Send me literature." Circle 53.
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The All-New KBSG
(continued from page 20)

mic positions, which interface to
Symetrix 528 microphone processors.
Special effects processing, such as a
Yamaha SPX, was brought over from the
previous facility and mounted in an
overbridge above the two-track reel
machines.
In the two-track studio, built around
an Auditronics 218 console in horseshoe

arrangement like the eight-track, Freinwald added the same source gear as that
found in the eighttrack studio. For intuitive operation, he kept layout consistent from one studio to the next and devised auniversal color code for console
slider controls.
The on-air studio, which is directed by
an Auditronics 218 console, was again
equipped with much the same source

Production B is built around the Auditronics 424 8-track console.

gear found in the other studios. Freinwald maximized counter space with a
turret to the right of the console for cart
machines, and kept clutter to a minimum with acart module. The cart module, he said, does keep carts organized.
Two computer terminals also reside in
the on-air studio for transmitter monitoring. The Potomac RC-16 system keeps a
vigil over main and backup transmitters.

Potomac R-16 remote controls for FM, FM Standby and AM are housed in the air studio.

Introducing
The Audio

Newsroom setup
The smallest of the studios, the newsroom, was built around Autogram's new
Pacemaker 828 console. Said Freinwald,
"We looked for a console that would
operate the same way—on/off push buttons, etc.—as all the other studios.
"We looked and looked and did not
find anything. Then, along came Autogram with this brand new offering. Sight
unseen, Ibought it." Freinwald hasn't

BRILLIANT

O PEN
NATURAL

You Need..
.
.
arernm

,
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Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to RW. To inquire about
her writing service, call 602-899-8916.

It's the sound that makes people listen...

DA With
All The
.
b .. t

• .

regretted it. The new 8-channel console
"is recessed (into cabinetry), so it looks
like it's a built-in countertop console!'
Support equipment for the new console
includes three cart machines—also
ITCs—an OtaniMX 5050, AGC amplifier,
graphic equalizer, VCR and several police scanners.
After the facility was completed, Viacom
dropped yet another shoe. KASY-AM,
licensed to Auburn, WA, was purchased
by the media empire and integrated into
the new studios as KBSG-AM for simulcast broadcasting. In keeping with KBSGFM's legend as one of the first standalone
FM stations with an AM to follow, this order of events seems only fitting for the station's next generation.

...and loud with no audio fatigue.
These are the qualities that make the
VIGILANTE Multiband Limiter from
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
the processor of choice for the hottest
stations in New York, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
Cleveland...just to name afew.

I
•

.._

.

ANY of 8 Inputs to ANY of 28 Outputs.

Beat Listener Fatigue
The VIGILANTE'S unique clipper/filter circuitry utilizes
distortion elimating techniques that allow you to control the
loudness versus quality tradeoff. The VIGILANTE uses a
combination of multiband high frequency limiting and
user-controlled threshold levels, giving you the power to
limit the shrill of acrashing cymbal without losing the
clarity, brightness, or impact of mid-range vocals.
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NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC_
Serving The Broadcast Industry Since 1961

Don't get left behind.
216-241-EDGE
FAX: 216-621-2801

Main Office

Mid-Atlantic

New England

Southwest

P.O. Box 1179
S. Glens Falls, NY 12803
Tel: 518-793-2181
Fax: 518-793-7423

P.O. Box 565
Southampton, PA 18966
Tel: 215-322-2227
Fax: 215-953-0523

P.O. Box 406
Auburn, NH 03032
Tel: 603-483-1002
Fax: 603-483-2352

P.O. Box 867717
Plano, TX 75086
Tel: 214-612-2053
Fax: 214-612-2145
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-CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES INC
'501 West Third St.

Cleveland, Oh.a 44113
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COVPRED Computes
Your Pattern's Size
(continued from page 17)
receivers require much less signal than
earlier models, so you can pick the level
you need.
By using COVPRED, you can get an
idea of how close you may need to move
your site to best serve your market. Or,
you can see what achange in HAAT or
power will do from either location.
Iwrote COVPRED a couple of years
ago, adapting a formula Igot from a
manufacturer. My manager had wanted
to know what part of an adjacent larger
market was in our theoretical coverage.
Sometimes it is hard to explain to
a manager the relationship between
power and coverage, especially if aclass
A is concerned. COVPRED made it a
lot easier.
Also, we played alot of "what if?", trying different antenna heights and
powers, to see what effect that would
have. Eventually, it was decided to seek
C2 status.

instantly recalculate the contour distances.
Similarly, if you wanted to know if a
shopping mall located four miles away
would receive at least 80 dBu of field
strength, just choose the "D" selection
and then enter 80. (See Figure 2.)
For DA stations, just remember to use
the respective effective power for each
azimuth of interest.
How much more coverage will you get
if you upgrade to aC2? Just plug in the
new power level and find out. Although
the program does not automatically derate power for antenna heights above
"nominal," watching the contour as
different powers are plugged in quickly
provides the answer.
Would you like to have a copy of
COVPRED in your computer? Unfortunately it is just not practical to run the
listings here in RW. Especially as the
programs were written in Quick Basic.
However, if you wish to send me adiskette, Iwill run copies of both versions
onto it and return it to you. Ican handle either 5.25" or 3.5" diskettes.
I'll also include aquick summary of the
instructions above, but Ithink you'll find
the program simple enough. COVPRED
has proven to be anice time saving utility that Ithink you'll like.
My address is 2033 S. Augusta Place,
Tucson, AZ, 85710. All Iask you is that
cover postage and handling with acheck
or money order for $4.50. And, if Iget
swamped, your patience; I'll get them
turned around as quick as Ican.
Once you've had a chance to work
with the program, call or write me with
your feedback and I'll share some of your
comments here.

Running the program
The program is self-contained and can
be run by typing its name or by way of
auser batch file.
It starts by asking for input of an antenna height over average terrain, power
level and contour of interest. A negative
number will deliver apreset selection of
contours. ( See Figure 1.)
As most topo maps are still using contours in feet, Ihave written the program
for entry of HAAT in feet. However, a
metric version was also produced for
those who prefer to work that way.
If you grab your Application for CP
from your engineering files, you will find
the HAAT figures listed for eight or nine
bearings. They will provide sufficient
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic Ennumbers for running a basic coverage
gineer," is aconsultant and contract engineer
plot.
in Tucson. He can be reached at 602By using the "H" selection, you can
296-3797.
change the HA AT and the program will

custom

CD reference discs

TRANSFER YOUR JINGLE PACKAGES, SPOTS,
PROMOS, MUSIC LIBRARIES OR ANYTHING
AUDIO TO QUALITY DIGITAL COMPACT DISCS
IN ANY QUANTITY FROM ONE UP.
lerr

Lama
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Ron Radio Communications, Inc.
P.O. Box 201

Broadcasting,
Time Can Be
Your Toughest
Competitor.

Put Time On
Your Side With BSW
Deadlines are a given in broadcasting. When the
pressure's on, you need a company you can depend
on. Look to BSW. We understand that people who are
accustomed to measuring time in seconds, can't wait
weeks and months for equipment to arrive from their
supplier. That's why we work overtime, everyday, to
deliver equipment from our million dollar inventory with
unmatched speed and accuracy. Should items ship
directly from the factory, our sterling reputation with
over 200 manufacturers insures prompt attention to
your order. No company is better qualified to put time on
your side than BSW, America's Full-Time Broadcast
Supplier.

PRICING:

FRANKFORD/WAYNE MASTERING LABS
1697 BROADWAY,

In

Brightwaters, NY 11718

ENERGY-ONIX FM Transmitters
100 to 60,000 Watts
• Fully Synthesized 30 Watt FM Exciter,
Solid State IPA, Proven Grounded Grid

1-800-666-3525
1-516-665-6582 Fax
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BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSW • 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114
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The Basics of Encoding Data
This is the fourth in a12-part series called
An Introduction to Digital Electronics.
Northern Virginia Community College will
offer 1.3 CEUs (continuing education units)
to registered students who successfully complete the course and an examination mailed
at its conclusion.
Successful completion of the course and the
final exam will also earn 1.3 professional
credits toward recertification under the maintenance of certification provisions of the SBE
Certification Program. To register contact the
Director of Continuing Education, Annandale Campus, 8333 Little River Turnpike,
Annandale, VA 22003, or call 703-323-3159.
The fee for the course is $20.
by Ed Montgomery
Part IV of XII
Annadale VA Digital electronics uses
two levels of voltage to identify data: low
indicating "0" (zero) and high indicating
"1." The term "hardware" is used when
considering the actual electronic components used to encode abinary number
into asequence of voltage levels. Each binary digit (abbreviated "bit") is avoltage
level. Digital information consisting of
bits is termed a "byte."
The original computers used vacuum
tubes and relays to identify voltage
levels. Vacuum tubes could switch levels
but memory was maintained through
the positions the relays were in: either
open "0" or closed "1."
The concept of employing an elec-

tronic system of switches that contained
information in an open or closed format
was developed in 1939 by John

Atanasoff, at that time a professor at
Iowa State. Atanasoff's theory of using
the binary "base 2" system evolved into
the first general-purpose computer:
ENIAC, introduced in 1946.
Solid state technology brought the
computer's digital technology out of the
laboratory and into everyday business
life. This technology has replaced magnetic memory systems which were physically large and consumed much power.
Most digital devices today use bipolar
transistors to do their work, although
MOSFETs are also used in representing
data.
The two levels that digital circuits are
concerned with, 0 and 1, are termed
"logic" levels. These levels may be attained in various ways.
Figure 1 is an illustration of a shunt
switch. Transistor Q1 is in parallel with
the next electronics stage it is connected
to. When no signal is applied to Qrs

mitted with aspecific amount of time allotted for each logic level. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
This type of information can be sent
on one pair of wires or channel. It is the
simplest and most economical approach
to data transmission. However, all information must be supplied one bit at a

base, little or no current will flow and the
total collector voltage will appear at the
output, resulting in ahigh logic level "1."
If asignal is applied to the input of Q1
that forward biases the base-emitter
junction, the transistor will conduct. Because aconducting transistor's resistance
is extremely low, the voltage output at
the collector will drop and a "low" logic
level will be produced.
Figure 2illustrates acircuit where the
output is in series with the transistor.
When no signal is applied at the base, the
transistor is cut-off and no voltage is
produced across Rl. A low logic level extime, slowing down processing.
ists. When Q1 is forward biased, its resisParallel data transmission is amethod
tance drops, current flows and ahigh voltwhere all bits of anumber or word are
age or logic level is produced across R1.
The difference between these two cirsent simultaneously. A separate channel
cuits is that the circuit in Figure 1 or line is required for each bit. This is
Figure 3.
In this illustration all time intervals are the same.

high

low
produces ahigh output with no input
while Figure 2produces ahigh output
with a high input level. Figure 1 is
known as an inverter.
Digital information applied to this type
of acircuit can be transmitted in various
ways. Serial data is information sent in
amethod similar to the telegraph. A series of high and low logic levels are trans-

more expensive than serial transmission,
but is superior in terms of speed.
Ed Montgomery currently is an electronics
teacher at Thomas A. Edison High School
in Fairfax County. He has taught broadcast
engineering at Northern Virginia Community College and worked as broadcast engineer
for several radio stations.

RF SPECIALTIES Doing Production Magic
GROUP

A. RF Specialities
of Washington, Inc.
19237 Aurora Avenue N.
Seattle, WA 98133
Phone ( 206) 546-6546
FAX ( 206) 546-2633
John Schneider &
James Kaplan

B. RF Specialties of California

LEADERS IN RF SYSTEMS
FROM COAST TO COAST

(continued from page 18)
across the US—Istill do PA system simulations by jamming a3x5 card into the
mute relay to get that "hung-on-theedge-of-feedback" sound.

3463 State Street, Suite 229
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Phone ( 805) 682-9429
FAX ( 805) 682-5170
Sam Lane

C. RF Specialities of Missouri
R.R. #2. Box 152H
Kearney, MO 64060
Phone ( 816) 635-5959
FAX ( 816) 635-4508
Chris Kreger

CLASS A FM BROADCASTERS
UPGRADE TO 6 KW

D. RF Specialities of Texas
P.O. Box 7630
Amarillo, TX 79114
Phone (806) 372-4518
FAX (806) 373-8036
Don Jones & Tim Hawks

NPW SEPARATION TABLES indicate most
separations increased but some actually
decreased.

FOR ALL YOUR
BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
NEEDS, CALL
THE SPECIALIST
NEAR YOU

E. RF Specialties
of Pennsylvania, Inc.
121 Conneaut Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15239
Phone ( 412) 733-1994
FAX ( 412) 327-9336
Tom Monahan

F. RF Specialities of Florida
P.O. Box 397

SYSTEM DESIGN
COMPETETIVE
PRICING

The following studies will be of assistance
to you in filing with the FCC.
• CHANNEL ALLOCATIONS

Each Office is Independently
Owned and Operated

RF 6peciciltiec®
Group

• TERRAIN ELEVATION RETRIEVAL
• POPULATION COUNTING
• AREA-TO- LOCATE (ALS)
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HIGH PERFORMANCE AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

1818wc1kl®
A Service of OW. Inc

Fax (301) 656 -5341

(301) 652-8822
Circle 2 on Reader Service Card

Al Peterson annoys managers and amazes listeners at WSBS/WBBS Great Barrington and
WHYN Springfield, both Massachusetts. Send
empty oatmeal boxes to Al do Radio World.

• SERVICE CONTOURS

Call our Sales Department to place your
order or for more information.

Niceville, FL 32578
Phone (904) 678-8943
FAX ( 904) 729-2744
Bill Turney

Think that's weird? My all-time favorite guitarist, the legendary Les Paul,
used to accomplish treble rolloff by putting asheet of paper over the playback
head of his custom Ampex. Who's gonna
tell Les Paul he's not doing it right?
When asked the best way to do anything in the studio— given several
alternatives—I normally answer with
"whatever works the best for you and
gives you the results you know you want"
All told, this may not satisfy folks who
want to know the production trick to end
all others. But my favorite trick is the one
Ihaven't done yet, the one I've heard on
somebody else's reel and wondered,
"Now how did she/he do that?"
Wop-Bomp-A-Loo-Bomp,
—Al

(800) 368-5754

Circle 55 On Reader Service Card

• New front panel programmable composite STL 's
• New directly programmable FM composite receivers
•New options for synchronous boosters and translator,
•New FM exciters, transmitters, amphlifiers: 2W to 30kW
• Same old price, quality, service and reliability

BEXT INC.
739 Fifth Ave.
TLX 229882

619-239-8462

San Diego CA 92101

FAX 619-239-8474
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Building a Do-It-Yourself Studio
(continued from page 21)

have sharp metal edges. Extreme caution
must be exercised when setting these
walls upright during construction.
Proper tools are also necessary. In addition to the usual collection of hand
tools, you'll need vice grips to use as
handles when carrying wall panels,
heavy work gloves, caulking guns and
apop rivet tool.
Since most modular enclosures are
held together with #10 pop rivets, you
may want to rent acompressor and air
driven rivet gun. Doing over 100 of these
large rivets by hand would be tiresome
and time consuming.
Assembly itself is pretty straightforward. Once you have the floor isolation
rails and floor panels down, channels for
the wall panels are installed. Joining most
sections of these enclosures together entails laying down a1
/ "bead of caulking on
2
the felt backing of the channels, putting
them in place and securing the sections
every 2' with pop rivets.
Wall sections are butt-joined together
with wall joiners. Recesses in the top,
bottom and sides of the wall panels are
packed with fiberglass and the inside
corners of the wall joiners are beaded
with caulking prior to assembly in the
floor channels.
Doing this process carefully and exactly to the manufacturer's specifications
will insure compliance with sound iso-

lation specs. Doors must be removed
from wall sections prior to their installation. You'll find several pairs of vice
grips useful in securing the tops of the
wall sections and drawing them up tight
until the caulking sets.
With everything set up properly, tolerances should be 1/
4"or less. Roof channels mount on top of the completed wall
in a manner similar to floor channels.
Roof sections mount on top of the channels on abead of caulking.
The next phase
Next, AC wiring between the roof
and wall sections is completed. This
is just a manner of securing wires in
junction boxes with wire nuts. Conduit openings should be packed with
duct seal before covering boxes. Any
gaps between roof channels and sections should be caulked prior to installing fiberglass and roof aprons.
Mounting doors to completed wall sections can be very difficult. These units
must be handled by three people and
maneuvered onto the two hinge pins
simultaneously. Mishandling them can result in damage to their rubber gaskets, not
to mention mangled fingers and toes.
One solution to this problem is to place
the door on apallet mule and jack it up
until the hinges are about an inch above
the pins. Then your helpers can line it up
with the pins as you slowly lower the lift.

With the construction
completed, all that remains
is pulling your own wiring,
connecting AC and tying
into the building's HVAC
system. Remember to pack
your duct with duct seal
and fiberglass before installing cover plates. This will
insure the soundproof integrity of the enclosure.
Modular enclosures can
make a very messy and
time consuming task into
one that can be completed
in afew days with guaranteed results. The cost difference between modular and
on-site construction is fairly
small and in rural areas, it
may be the only way to
build studios where the
sound from Studio A
doesn't leak into Studio B.
um
Tom Vernon, aregular RW
columnist, divides his time
among broadcast consulting,
computers and instructional
technology. He can be reached
at 717-249-1230.

Figure 1.
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corner channel
fiberglass
floor channel
felt strip
floor panels
isolation rails

Exploded diagram of modular enclosure.
Courtesy Acoustic Systems. Austin Texas.

Are Your Quality Listeners
Missing Your Quality Sound?
The new VAMP Ill delivers low cost, CD quality audio over a variety of STLs.
VAMP Ill is a discrete, two channel, fully digital audio transmission system.
No companding or pre- emphasis to degrade the signal.
Benefits:

'The DIVIDEND gives you..
•
to gi:e
Full seectral protection
you t emost from your exi hng
composite clipping/ processing
equipment
• A5% increase in main channel
modulation LEGAII`f
•Full signal integrity for your
SCA customers
• All of the above With no loss of
stereo separation

• Very Low Noise and Distortion
• No Significant Delay, no delay echo to bug your Drs
• Low Crosstalk, so low it's below the noise floor allowing you to
use the two channels separately or as a stereo pair.
Several transmission methods to choose from:
•T-1 data circuit, far lower cost than 15 kHz analog telco lines plus you get a
return path for remotes
• Digital microwave, alow cost radio link
• Analog microwave, it can use baseband of
existing links for high quality, low cost
remotes or multiple channels
• Fiber optic link
VAMP III is aproven system using all
of the methods shown above.
If your transmitter isn't in the back
room VAMP Ill will deliver the
same high quality audio as if it were.
Give us acall for more information and
an application note showing how each
of the above transmission methods are used.

1
-

e

GRAHAM-PATTEN SYSTEMS, Inc.
P.O. Box 1960, Grass Valley, California 95945

a
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800-547-2489

in California:

800-422-8882
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Everyone has an opinion
about Mod%der.
Here
the on
tha
counts

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
wAsHINGToN. 0.C. 20334

DEc
Modulation Sciences
115 Myrtle Avenue
Brooklyn,

NY

Attention:
Dear Mr.

I was

1989

Inc.

11201

Mr.

Eric Small

Small:

recently contacted

Modula tion Sciences,

by your attorney, Mr.

Harry Cole,

concerning

"Modminder" FM broadcasting modula tion monitor.

understand
your
company has made
received
several
inquiries
FM
modula tion
measurements
with th
is instrument.

about

I

the validity of

Commission rules currently contain no requirements for FM modu lation mon itors.
Technical specifications and oth er performance requirements did exist until
July 1983 when

the Commission,

by Re

ort

and Order in MM Docket 81-698,

deleted them as unnecessary.
While the requirements for modulation monitors
we reSection
delet e d73.1570
, the Ccemission
retained
the standards governing FM modulation.
See
of
the current
Rules.

Mr.

Cole stated

that

the Modminder

is

designed

to satisfy

the pre- 1983

technical requirements for FM modulation monitors.
If the equipment does
indeed meet the pre- 1983 technical requirements ( see the enclosed copy of
former Section 73.332), I expect it would produce valid readi ngs of FM
modulation.
Equipment meeting the pre- 1983 requirements is satisfactory for
determining compliance with the current FM modulation requirements.
Please

let me know if I may be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Thomas P.
Enclosure

ps4anieyt5.

Chief Engineer

I

t's only been a short
while since we introduced ModMinder-and
changed the rules of
the processing wars. But it
seems everyone in radio has expressed an opinion about this revolutionary digital modulation
measurement instrument.

the current FM
modulation requirements."

Here's the one that really matters. This letter from
Dr. Thomas Stanley, Chief of the FCC's Office of
Engineering and Technology, confirms that the
ModMinder takes "... valid readings of FM modulation. Equipment meeting the pre- 1983 requirements
is satisfactory for determining compliance with

We designed ModMinder to meet the pre- 1983
requirements. And to measure FM modulation
like nothing else, pre- or post- 1983. For more
information on how ModMinder can help you be
louder and cleaner— and legal— call Modulation
Sciences at 800-826-2603, toll free.

modulation sciences, inc.
115 Myrtle Avenue • Brooklyn, NY 11201 • Tel 718-625-7333 • Toll Free 800-826-2603 • Fax 718-260-8286
Circle 100 On Reader Service Card
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Media Touch Grabs WBZ
Norm Avery, Dir, Radio Eng
KABC/KLOS
Los Angeles CA WBZ in
Boston was looking for a unit
that would provide a convenient way to manage its diverse program elements, scripts
and program log control and
audio sources in and out of the
studio when our station was introduced to Media Touch's
Touchstone system.
Frequently, segments of our
programming originate from
multiple studio and remote locations within the broadcast
day. Keeping these locations
supplied with an updated log as
well as the shuffling of carts and
scripts between them was limiting our ability to make changes
along the way.
The touchscreen system,
however, integrates audio
switching, playback machine
control and teleprompter style
display of scripts with the sequencing of the schedule of
daily events as they are aired.

Personal computers, such as
IBM-ATs, are used for the network file servers, edit and operating stations. The exact configuration of the hardware is
somewhat flexible as to
manufacturer and options. The

area of the event to be aired. The
system switches on the audio
source crosspoint and sends a
programmed control signal to the
selected device. The descriptive
area and touch target move to the
top of the screen and indicate
"On" while atimer displays the event's running time.
A subsequent touch
to the now "on" area for
this event or an EOM
tone from that source resets the
audio channel of the switcher to
its "off" state. If desired an off
command can be mapped to the
device. Starting the next event
scrolls this event display off the
top of the screen.
If the selected source was a
cart, the outcue and exact time

REPORT
networking software is Novell
and all of the Media Touch software is written to maintain
Novell compatibility.
The system communicates
with individual touchscreen or
editing stations through LAN
and RS-232 connections. The
broadcast equipment and ancil-

nals whether located in or out
of the studio, which is particu(System access) is also available
larly useful during segments of
talk show programming.
from our remote van and
The sequence of events to be
portable PCs.
displayed for on-air control is
created by a skeleton log temlary devices that the system will
would be displayed on the
plate. The commercial schedule
control are usually connected
screen. If the event was live or
is transferred from the station's
Ease of control
through RS-232 ports. Printers
a tag were to follow, its script
traffic system into the system
This sequenced information
are the typical exception.
would show up on the
file server and then merged
(the program log) is dynamiteleprompter monitor.
with the template.
cally displayed on the operator's
Screen leads the way
The system acts as a
The resulting file becomes the
video monitor, which has been
From the studio or remote site,
computer-controlled jackfield
source for all of the data conoutfitted with atouch-sensitive
touch one of the screen's "start"
where the switcher controls
cerning monitor display, audio
control surface.
zones adjacent to the description
carts, studio outputs, satellite
switcher control and text file
feeds, talk show phone lines,
management.
traffic-copter reports etc. Nearly
The schedule can be edited
every available audio source has
from any network terminal conbeen programmed for routing
nection. Keyboard entry through
through the touchscreen sysmenu-selected functions allow
tem. The number of audio
for addition or deletion of events
sources is limited only by the
and corrections to scripts, as well
crosspoints available in the
as system-wide maintenance
switcher matrix.
functions regarding the display
labeling, audio and control
Multiple system access
switching, patching and routing
• Satellite Programming
System access and control is
functions. Modem access to the
Systems
available from any of three
editing features is extremely
• Music Systems
touchscreen-equipped monitors
handy.
located in our Talk, News and
II Live Assist
Master Control studios. But more
Events rearranged quickly
Programming
importantly, it is also available
Nearly instant on-line editing
• Cart Recorders/Players
from our remote van and portafrom the touchscreen monitors
• Carousels®
ble PCs. From aremote broadcast
allows for rearrangement of prosite,
system
access
is
gained
gram events.
▪ SMC/Otari ARS-1000
when
a
phone
connection
is
The talent or producer can
Players
provided to dial into the system
move items off the screen and in• Otan iProduction
modem. A cellular phone would
sert others from elsewhere on the
Recorders
be suitable for that.
log, shuffle the sequence in
The remote operating enwhich call-in listeners wait, etc.
• CD Live Assist
vironment is identical to that of The system also has an automaSystems
the studio system. Any source
tion mode, ready to take over the
• Audi- Cord Recorders/
or script event that you display
sequencing if called for.
Players
or control with the studio sysWBZ has been operating the
tem is available for control from
touchscreen activated control
the remote site.
system for more than ayear now.
SONO-MAG CORPORATION
Information that is edited at The system is much more com1833 Hovey Ave, Normal, IL 61761-4394
the studio results in aglobal reprehensive than automation
Phone 309-452-5313
FAX 309-452-2521
vision of all touchscreen termidesigned to sequence your oper-

Serving the broadcasting industry
for over 40 years!

Circle 11 On Reader Service Card

ators through the day's broadcast
events.
It integrates traffic, programming, news and engineering
operations and management into
asingle shared resource.
Editor's note: Formerly Engineering Manager for Boston's WBZ,
Norm Avery is now Director of Radio Engineering at KABC/KLOS in
Los Angeles, CA. He can be reached
at: 213-840-4945.
For more information on the Media Touch system, contact John Connell at: 603-893-5104, or circle
Reader Service 22.
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KCTC Beta-Tests Schafer DAPS
by Dean Cull, CE
KCTC
Sacramento CA Faced with aging audio automation equipment and the need
to control music programming on apercut basis, KCTC adopted astrategy in the
'80s to replace analog audio equipment
whenever possible with digital.
In looking for anew automation package, we contacted Paul Schafer for details
on the system he was developing.
Paul's use of existing technology, including NEC (IBM compatible) 286 computers, Beta tape decks, 44.1 kHz sampling and SMPTE time code indexing all
appeared to be a safe and reliable
strategy for the development of adigital
control and automation system.
Beta site
In the summer of 1988, KCTC agreed
to become abeta test site for the Schafer
Digital Broadcast System. We went with
the DAPS system employing 16 Sony
Beta playback deck for music and three
Beta playback decks for commercials,
staging and non-music format elements.
The system downloads only the nonmusic elements to a300 MB hard drive
for on-air playback.
By late winter we felt we had the music library and data base ready to begin
full operational testing. Then we found
out what it's like to be atest site.
The main system simply did not have
enough elements cued up in advance to
provide asatisfactory margin of change

or error.
Consequently, if enough scheduled
events were aborted, either by the operator or the system, the result could be
a cascading abort of all scheduled

MUM
REPORT
elements and amachine that was dead
in the water. There were other weaknesses as well that would not allow live
assist operations.
To correct these
problems, Schafer Digital entered into an
agreement with Houston R&D to sell
them the company and Houston and
Schafer made the commitment to re-

Paul Schafer and KCTC's Kathy Clark stand
with the station's system.

iglass cover for the cleaning hole. If we
were to do this again, we would not
hinge the plex but would make it slide
backward out of the way for cleaning.

design the control cards and re-write the
controlling software. The new controller
cards were made "smart" with 280 chips
and the system now has all tape decks
cued and ready for play at all times.
The new software for system control
is now stable and operational. We now
use the system 24 hours per day, seven
days a week. During nights and
weekends it runs in afully automated
mode. At all other times, it functions as
alive assist digital playback unit.

Pre-roll complaint resolved
One of the major early complaints
with the system had to do with the need
to pre-roll the tape before play. This
prevented instant start by the operator
and also caused all format elements to

Up and running
While this system has been on the air
full-time for only six months, it has had
many hours of test running off air and
we have had no Beta tape deck failures.
As for durability of the tape, we found
Sony 750 HG Series and Ampex #198 BC
30 tape have shown no signs of failure.
We clean the tape heads of the decks
in the main system once a week. The
best method is to use adry high quality
chamois for the rotating heads and standard liquid tape head cleaner with cotton swabs on the guides, stationary head
and capstan, being careful not to touch
the pinch roller with head cleaner.
The pinch roller must also be clean
and pliable to maintain proper guidance.
This should be done at the same time as
head cleaning by using aproduct called
Rubber Restorer.
One modification that we made to the
tape deck was to cut ahole in the top
cover so that head cleaning can be done
without removing it. We hinged aplex-
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MIYAT,INC.

All of these manufacturers demand long life and superior efficiency. They expect the highest quality materials, the toughest
construction techniques, plus the most effective expansion
compensation designs. And, like you, they have budgets and
schedules to meet. All of them demand Myat, because they
know Myat delivers.
Next time you need rigid transmission line or RF components,
call your favorite RF equipment distributor or phone us direct
at (201) 767-5380. For quality, durability, value and service,
Myat is the name to know.
MYAT, INC. • 380 CHESTNUT ST. • P.O. BOX 425 • NORWOOD, NJ 07648
TELEPHONE: (201) 767-5380 • FAX: (201) 767-4147
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An on- air computer monitor and track- ball
enhance the DAPS 800.

be at least 12 seconds in length.
The re-written software cured both of
these problems by pre-rolling the decks
in advance and then putting them in
pause for instant start. This means aformat element of any length can be used
and the operators can run as tight as
they want.
The next hurdle was what to do when
the deck was in pause for several
minutes, such as during newscasts and
other live talk elements, to stop the pos-

The engineers who know RF best
already know us very well.
If you're looking for superior rigid coaxial transmission
line and RF components, your transmitter or tower
might be a good place to start. Take a look around —
you'll probably find the bright blue Myat logo. TV
and radio RF engineers at Harris, Acrodyne, QEI,
Micro Communications, and Broadcast Electronics
all routinely specify our products. And so do the
antenna experts at Jampro and the engineers
for the Navy's top airborne radar system.
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WBWA Automates
With Audisk's Help
by Bob Schellenberg, Tech Dir
WBWA
Washburn WI WBWA has used an
automation system with music on reelto-reel tape and commercials on
CarouselsTm and TomcatsTm in alive assist mode from the time the station first

REPORT
went on the air in 1980. As the automation aged and the original air staff was
reduced, however, the owner decided to
switch to asatellite music format to increase the walk-away time of the station.
We picked the Transtar (now Unistar)

ing mandatory stopsets—times when the
network is normally silent—so maybe
the automation system would have to be
upgraded after all.
All of this was told to our consulting
engineer, Tim Valley, of MacroMedia. He
began searching and scouring the countryside for a more efficient device that
would increase our walk-away time to a
minimum of 24 hours.
The two cart Carousels in the automation system only allowed for amaximum
of about six hours without reloading and
the maintenance on the units had been
steadily increasing. Another system for
commercial playback had to be found.
It became apparent that digital storage
was the only way to go, based on its inherently low maintenance and fast random access, not to mention superb au-

The Audisk digital audio recorder.

"Format 41" music format. This format
required six dedicated cart machines for
IDs, liners, etc., and some sort of delivery system for commercials, PSAs and
station promos.
But because the network jocks
changed every four to five hours, someone would have to change the carts—
there went walk-away time. A means
also had to be found to record "closedcircuit" feeds of commercials sent dur-

dio quality. Several people had digital
devices in the works, but nothing was
ready for use.
Finally, Tim found out about two
satellite-uplink engineers that had put
together adevice to convert analog audio to digital and uses an internal PC
clone as a controller to store all of the
sound/information on multiple SCSI
hard disks. The most attractive features
(continued on page 44)

Testing Schafer Digital
(continued from page 32)
sibility of tape burn caused by the rotating head spinning on stationary tape.
The new software, because it was able
to count and control the tape to the
frame, was told to monitor the deck in
pause and, at time intervals necessary to
protect the tape, simply jog the tape one
or two frames. It works.
During the Christmas season we used
special 15-minute programs with aspot
cluster going in and coming out, which
meant that atape deck could be held in
pause for as long as 22 minutes—we experienced no problems.
The system still had an Achilles' Heel.
It was the single hard drive playback
system used for the non-music elements. The 300 MB hard drive had no
redundancy and was aspecial purpose
device that was not readily serviceable.
The new systems are being delivered
with dual hard drives controlled by aPC
computer done. The drives and CPU are
computer-standard hardware for the

most part and can be replaced and
repaired by local technicians when
necessary.
The production station for music and
non-music elements is abreeze to use;
many elements are fully automated. The
software is some of the most creative we
have seen and is easy to learn.
The frequency response of both the
Beta HiFi track and the PCM digital
track is flat beyond our ability to measure. Distortion is below the capability of
our test equipment to analyze and the
noise floor is below the resident noise in
our analog test equipment. Crosstalk
and phase shift are problems of the past.
Thus, KCTC's audio quality is affected
only by source material or processing
and transmission devices that follow the
Schafer Digital System.
u. .
Editor's note: Dean Cull can be reached at
916-441-5282.
For more information on the DAPS system,
contact Paul Schafer at Schafer International:
619-456-8000, or circle Reader Service 66.

If The
Question is
NOW...or LATER

Moseley and BSW
Have the Answer
Now that the FCC has granted athree year extension
on STL transmitter compliance, you may be asking
yourself ... why purchase a new STL system now?
Consider this. Prices on new Moseley STL's will never
be better, interest rates are low, and inflation is down.
Three years from now .... who knows.
When you purchase a new Moseley STL system,
receive $750.00 trade-in credit upon return of your old
STL transmitter ($500.00 for other brands). This offer is
for a limited time only. BSW's attractive discounted
price means you can lease a new Moseley system for
under $200.00 amonth and still get your trade-in credit.
R will never be as easy or cost-effective to update
your STL system as it is right now. Call BSW toll-free for
more information.

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSW • 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114
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WVNO Puts Century 21 On Air
by Jim Holmes, Ops. Mgr.
WVNO
Mansfield OH A little over ayear and
ahalt ago WVNO changed to 100% CD
delivery for its music. There's nothing
new about that except that we decided
to do it completely automated.
Our goal was to have a great mix of
music that we could control and tailor to
our marketplace and still take advantage
of the benefits that we feel automation
offers. Reel-to-reel format syndicators
just couldn't provide the exact "sound"
or mix we wanted.
After agreat deal of investigation we
decided that atotally random access music delivery system was what we
needed—asystem that would allow us
complete control over the music.
Weighing the pros and cons of CD and
DAT, we decided that the best way to go
would be CD. The system offered by
Century 21 of Dallas, TX seemed to be
just what we were looking for.
The Digital Studio
Century 21 was already in the music
business and had extended that wealth
of knowledge to CD technology. The
company had also developed aCD automation system known as the Digital
Studio System, consisting of two Sony
CDK-006 CD juke boxes, a "black box"
that contains the AutoFaders and PC interface, an IBM compatible computer

tt
se

and the Digital Studio software.
But could we interface acompact disc
automation system with our current program automation system, an IGM EC,
and still utilize the live assist capabilities
of Digital Studio? Yes!

USER
REPORT
We replaced five reel-to-reels with the
Digital Studio system acting as asingle
source for the IGM EC. When the IGM
EC called for music, the music was now
going to be supplied by Century 21's
Digital Studio. During periods of the day
when we required live assist, the Digital Studio System could function there
as well.
Software solution
The delivery system for the music was
only part of the equation, however. We
needed some type of music scheduling
software. Having been reliant on reel-toreel programming sources, this was
something new to us.
Century 21 helped us there also. Century 21's SuperScheduler is amusic rotation software package that works great
as astandalone scheduling package for
live operations and interfaces beautifully
with the Century 21 Digital Studio system. (Other music software packages

such as Selector will interface with the
Digital Studio as well.)
The "GoldDiscs" and "HitDiscs," marketed by Century 21, are marked with
several index points that allow the Digital Studio System to crossfade or switch
to the next event. You can make the
song-to-song transitions as tight or as
loose as you want. We also can use commercial CDs right from the store or from
record companies.
However, commercial discs are not
reliably indexed or in most cases not indexed at all. The Digital Studio system
allows for this by permitting you to program a "segue at" time. This will switch
to the next event whether there is an index at this point or not.
Makeshift remote
While the Digital Studio system does
not allow for remote control, we were
able to accomplish such control with a
keyboard/monitor remote package we
found. Using this "remote" capability allows us to keep all of our automation
equipment together in the control room
while still being able to control it from
the studio.
The remote enables us to manually
start each CD selection from the studio
during live operation. We can also take

requests and, using the remote keyboard, program them into the Digital
Studio computer.
The Digital Studio System provides a
"countdown clock" on the computer
screen that shows the air talent how
much time they have left when talking
over an intro. The Digital Studio screen
also provides other helpful information.
The title, artist and album name along
with intro time, total length and scheduled time are displayed for the current
and upcoming selections. Usually there
is enough room on either the title or artist lines for other information such as
name pronunciation, special edit information or facts about the selection.
"Sub menus" that allow for other Digital Studio functions can be quickly accessed with akeystroke. A password system provides security for the system by
keeping unauthorized persons from
areas of the operating program that
could get them into trouble.
The on air sound has been super. The
technical quality of the Century 21 Gold
Discs and Hit Discs has been superb. In
the 18 months that we have been using
Century 21's discs we have only encountered acouple of problems which were
quickly resolved by Century 21.
Anxious moments
Imust confess, however, that the software has given us some anxious moments. Most of the time, it operates
(continued on page 45)

Customers of Century 21's Digital Studio
System will get upgrades free of charge.
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The Next Century is Here
by Dave Scott, President
Century 21

We selectively
BUY-SELL-TRADE
used broadcast equipment
Save $$ — Call today!
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317-962-1471
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Dallas TX All 40 previous customers of Century 21's computerized
CD changers will receive new software and interface card at no cost.
Century 21's new Digital Studio
System uses an IBM personal computer Model 25 or 30 to play music
from Sony CD changers and commercials from broadcast cartridges, DAT
or instant access hard disc digital
audio recorders.
The new model accesses music more
quickly and flexibly, has simpler
screens and controls as many as seven
CD changers and seven commercial
sources (the original unit handed only
two CD changers and one commercial
source). The new unit also works well
with record store CDs, where the old
model gave better flow with Century 21
GoldDisc and HitDisc CDs.
If a DJ has a computer password
that allows requests, songs can be

found quickly using titles, artists,
years or lengths. Jocks don't have to
remember cart numbers or CD locations. Intro times, song and spot
lengths, endings and elapsed times
are always on the screen at aglance.
Designated songs can be skipped
when there isn't time. If CDs are missing, the new model skips ahead to the
best solution where the old computer
merely printed out the problem.
When you get Century 21's CD library of GoldDiscs, titles, artists and
times will already be in this computer.
Management can daypart or "lock
out" songs so they won't air.
Songs and spots are scheduled by
program and traffic directors Finished
logs are brought into the studio on
diskettes.
Century 21's Digital Studio System
includes two heavy-duty Sony CDK006 CD changers, PC interfaces and
software, cables and AutoFaders, spot
start and EOM interface. Other options are also available.
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You're no amateur at this game, so why play around with. te 944
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their reliability in radio stations all
over the world—everyday. The
A727 provides full 16-bit resolution with 4x's oversampling—plus
powerful error correction circuits
to protect against on-air problems
from damaged or dirty discs.
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Parallel Remote w/Tallies
Start & End Review
End ofTrack Alarm
RS422 Serial Control
System Clock in/out
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Designed for fast,400
« no,
creative production play, the A730 is the
y
newest addition to the Studer
le-1111:111
line of Pro CD players.
This machine can recognize 100 discs and store up
to 3start cue points per
disc. Its die-cast aluminum transport is
built for professional use.
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A727

Disc Recognition
Varispeed Built-in
End of Modulation Sense
Monitor Speaker
Separate PGM & Monitor Outputs
Remote Monitor Speaker Mute

•
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Audio Channel Reset
Rack Mounts Standard
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Flush Mounting
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STUDER REVOX
Studer Rcvox America, Inc

,
425 Em Hill Pike

Nashville, TN 37210 ( 615) 254-5651

Los Angeles, ( 818) 780-4234. New York ( 212) 255-4462.
In Canada. Toronto ( 416) 423-2831
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Digital Prepares for the Future
by Alex Zavistovich
Falls Church VA There's no
question about it—digital technology is starting to make itself at
home in the broadcast industry.
From automation systems
employing digital source material to digital workstations that
allow lightning- fast nondestructive editing capability,

the new technology is getting
the attention of radio stations
that want to stay ahead of competition, and abreast of the
latest trends.
The future is now
For automation companies, of
course, the advent of digital has
already taken place. Dave Scott,
President, Century 21, notes

that, "Based on market penetration, storing music on digital
media is not only coming, it's already here!'
That's fine for music, but what
about the other aspects of broadcast audio? Scott concedes that,
"If broadcasters could buy adigital cart machine or functional
equivalent for anywhere near the
same kind of money as an analog

cart machine, they would.
"But at present, there's not a
reasonably priced, cost effective
digital replacement for the cart
machine," Scott adds. 'People
aren't going to buy aRolls Royce
when their Chevrolet gets them
there just fine!'
Paul Schafer, who markets
the Schafer Digital automation
system, agrees, noting, "Ithink

F
AKG's DSE 7000.

Digital Solutions to
Analog Problems.
Creating polished audio tracks with analog equipment while
under the gun is areal problem.
Have you ever ruined atrack by punching in or out at the
wrong moment? AKG's Digital Sound Editor stores your
takes in RAM memory, so you can " undo" any mistakes
and make adjustments quickly and precisely.
Have you ever had to hand-synchronize three or more
analog decks in order to time-align narration with music
and effects? The DSE 7000 allows you to synchronize
any combination of tracks in perfect timing.
Have you ever used your last track and wished
-.1011111
you had more? The DSE 7000 provides
8 tracks plus lossless digital bounce to give
you all the freedom of multi-track, and more.
Have you ever wished for asound editor
that's as powerful and easy-to-use as your
word processor with controls as familiar
as your mixer and tape deck? With the
DSE 7000, you can easily cut, copy,
move, slip and adjust sound elements.
It's an AT compatible-based, digital
sound editor that combines both
record and mix functions
together in one convenient
unit
with ease, speed
and flexibility.
Contact AKG to
learn how the
affordable DSE
7000 will provide
digital solutions
to your analog
problems.

Focusing on new technology.
77 Se'leek St , Stamford urer2
(203) 348 2121

AKG 1989 It Akustische und Kmo-Gerate GmbH. Austna
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we're along way from there being any storage medium that
would be economically feasible
other than tape for storage or
digital storage."
Affordable mass storage
On the other side of the fence,
you have people like John Connell, president of Media Touch,
and developer of touchscreen
technology for automation.

M«STRY=
ROUNDUP
According to Connell, "One
of the problems with digital audio is that it has been designed,
over the past few years, primarily for production studios.
Nothing was designed for mass
storage at aradio station. When
Digital Audio Mass Storage
(DAMS) came along, it seemed
to me that that was the system.
It's what I've been waiting for!'
DAMS is based on hard disk,
Connell explains. He adds that
"the price has dropped nearly in
half over these past years—cost is
coming down dramatically!'
Ted Pine, marketing manager
for New England Digital, concurs with Connell. He sees it in
terms of performance.
"There are three different
parameters in evaluating digital
storage: density (how big is the
drive), speed, and robustness or
reliability. Hard disk technology
is fairly mature. There's alot of
newer technology out there, like
erasable writable optical, where
the price and the speed and
robustness aren't quite there yet.
But Ithink when you're talking
about digitizing information and
storing it to hard disk, that's getting to be a cost effective
medium!' Pine explains.
Why go digital now?
New England Digital manufactures the PostPro digital audio
workstation. While it does offer
some useful features for aradio
station in terms of editing
speed, the cost per unit is
hardly asmall-ticket item—due
in part to the cost of hard disk
technology.
So, if storage costs are still comparatively high, why buy now?
According to Pine, "Depending on how competitve the market is, the access to new capability can be very important.
Workstations today offer the
ability to do kinds of work you
can't do effectively in the analog domain. The technology is
already there with digital workstations to help them distinguish a (radio) station from the
guy down the block!'
In other cases, market competition is a factor, but start-up
costs also come into play.
John Connell points to KBET,
a 1000 watt AM in Canyon
Country, CA. "It has NED for
editing, has DAMS for storage
and Media Touch. They didn't
'old' technology—they wanted
(continued on page 43)
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AUDIOARTS' A-50 RADIO CONSOLE!
.*s bb

Wheatstone has done something no one ever expected...we've
come out with a cost effective Audioarts® radio console series!
Imagine the benefit that our major market experience and our
technical reputation can bring to your station.
The A-50 is cost effective through smart engineering and the
latest advances in electronic assembly procedures. It was designed
by the same terrific design team that developed our other high-end
products. Its performance is light years beyond the competition.
So why mess around with companies that specialize in the
cheapest, when you can save money and your signal with
Wheatstone— acompany that specializes in the best.

See us at NAB/Atlanta, Booths 4010 thru 4016, March 31 thru April 3, or call us now for the facts.

SVVheotrtonee Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 ( TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
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Monitor Rolls it Over with DAT
by William Spurlin, Radio Ops. Mgr.
Christian Science Monitor
Boston MA While the sonic qualities
of the DAT machine are astonishing, fidelity is not the reason for the use of the
Sony DTC-300 ES DAT machine at the
Christian Science Monitor. The nearperfect timing and ease of computer control have led us to install DAT machines
in an on-air network automation system
integrated with aUtah Scientific router,
Network Generation software and IBM
PC clones.
Why automation? The Monitor is
known for its daily radio news

Where's
that phone
number?
Find it fast in
the new 1990
Radio World
Annual
Your Source For . .
Manufacturer,
Supplier, NAB and
FCC Phone Listings
As Well As . .
Product Information,
Company Profiles,
Buyers Guide
Reprints, RW's
1989 Editorial
Index,
Reference
Material,
and More ...

programs—Early Edition and Daily
Monitoradio—and operates aworldwide
shortwave network.
In 1988, as the Monitor planned the expansion of its shortwave network, it became apparent that some form of program automation would be necessary.

1SPrirCIAL
REPORT
As many as five different, simultaneous
programs, in different languages, are
originated from the Monitor's Boston
studios and transmitted from the shortwave stations.
With the initiation of broadcasting
from two shortwave transmitters at
WSHB, in South Carolina in March of
1989 it was no longer feasible to roll the
programs, produced on cart and Mi"
tape, by hand. There were too many
different programs going too many
different places at the same time.
Choosing DAT
DAT machines were chosen over 1/4"
analog tape machines for automation because of the Y4" machines' size, cost and
the DAT machines' relatively good timing characteristics. Also, Y4" would have
required the use of 25 Hz tones and foil
sensing tape—unnecessary with DAT.
The Sony UTC-300 ES is a high-end
consumer machine. It shares the same
remote control format as the Sony PCM500, Sony PCM-2500 and Harris
XD100H. These machines are interchangeable when used in automation.
The audio fidelity of DATs used in
shortwave service is unimportant. Programs are transmitted to the shortwave
sites by digital audio satellite link. The
5kHz audio bandwidth of the Monitor's
shortwave transmitters and the 54 dB
signal to quantization noise ratio of the

satellite link are the limiting factors in fiinstances of tape malfunction due to moisdelity. The DATs are used in mono.
ture condensing inside the tape cassette.
For use in domestic radio, the superior A lamp on the control panel of the Sony
audio fidelity of the Sony DTC-300 ES
MC-300 ES warns of this condition.
DAT machines would be a large conNetwork Generation software prosideration. The DAT machine is optimal
vides test modules for use with DAT
for fidelity as well as ease of use under
machines on the bench. Under test conautomatic control. Network Generation
ditions, the Sony Dit300 ES fails to cue
software running on an IBM PC clone is
up to the desired cut about one time out
used at the Monitor to start cart and 1/4 "
of five thousand, or a failure rate of
machines, make router takes and control
0.02%. This failure rate compares favoraDATs.
bly with that of the cart machine.
As everything runs on Universal CoorThe software cues the Sony DAT
dinated Time (UTC) and has to be started
machines to any of 99 program segments
and finished to within 300 milliseconds
on asingle tape. The machines can also
of real time, software modules update
be programmed to record, pause, open
the PCs internal clock by calling up a and close their doors, etc. At the MoniLeitch atomic time base over the dial-up
tor as many as 44 cuts are put on asinnetwork.
gle DAT tape.
In addition to routing programs to the
Operators can scroll around the daily
shortwave network, the automation
lists, adding, deleting and changing
routes audio to studio headsets and to
events as necessary. A floppy disk-based
WQTVV. Channel 68 operated in Boston
system, the software requires anew data
by The Christian Science Monitor.
disk to be inserted in the PC every 24
An integral part of the automation syshours, at 00:00 UTC. Format changes retem is aUtah Scientific AVS1-B two plane
quire data entry. Approximately 1000
audio router. Since asingle program may
events per day are entered into the sysgo to as many as ten different destinations
tem.
simultaneously, some kind of audio routOne disadvantage of using DAT is that
ing is necessary. The Utah Scientific lines
dubs have to be made from 1
4 " tape, the
/
of audio and video routers, with their well
radio production format at the Monitor.
defined serial interface protocol, are ideal
It has been found that this dub operafor this kind of automation.
tion requires the attention of atechnician
for approximately an hour aday.
Good performance record
The dub operation is simplified by the
Light or more Sony DTC-300 ES DAT use of auto start IDs (afeature of DAT).
machines can easily fit in asingle rack.
The auto start ID can be laid down auMaintenance on the DAT machines has
tomatically at the beginning of program
been confined, so far, to cleaning the
audio, so no preroll has to be introduced
heads. A head change has yet to be reduring the cueing process. The DAT tape
quired. Although a single DAT tape is
cues to the beginning of program audio.
typically played twelve times in a 24- The tightness of the cueing point, using
hour period, no problems due to tape
Network Generation Ready commands,
wear have as yet been encountered.
is equivalent to that obtained with 1/4 "
In eight months of continuous operaanalog cart or reel-to-reel machines.
tion, there have been two cueing errors attributable to DAT malfunction or to the
Editor's note: William Spurlin can be
computer interface. There have been three
reached at 617-450-2074.
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"Our 35% cume ranking is safeguarded by the hassle-free operation
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dow. The Mix window displays alinear
table of the cuts in order, graphically indicating cuts, fades, cross-fades and
fader and pan-pot settings for the segments in the edit list.
mum total storage of 1.6 gigabytes or apaMacintosh.
Two or more views (tracks) can be
proximately 2.5 hours of stereo 48 kHz
After recording from either analog or mixed simultaneously in addition to the
audio. Faster drives with twice this audigital inputs, the sound resides in alarge
standard cross-fades and cuts to the next
dio storage will be available presently.
sound file on disk. It is shown on screen
segment. Segments can be easily
The Macintosh computer provides the
in a View window, which displays a swapped, slipped in time or seamlessly
looped and stereo panning and gain can
Figure 1.
be adjusted. Edits are auditioned using
Fastmix, which conserves time and disk
it File [ dit own. noaxisFidei Options Pieress Sonthesize
space but doesn't show changes in volume
other than fades and cross-fades.
iiitunototedeum.piew
Short segments across edits can be
slow-mixed to hear gain changes. When
the editing is done, the slow-mix feature
is used off-line to create anew sound file
based on the edit list in the Mix window.
The completed sound file is then an
original which can be edited or clockedout for recording on external equipment.

KUHF Cuts Classics with Dyaxis
by David E. Knodel, CE
KUHF
Houston TX A digital audio workstation takes program production astep beyond the automated editing which has
previously been available only to video
editing.
Digital audio editing leaves the original recording intact yet suffers no gener-

REPORT
ational loss and gives random access to
segments, allowing complete flexibility.
Editing in the digital domain further enhances production with the advantages
of digital manipulation and precisely
repeatable settings and edit points.
On the job at KUHF
The Dyaxis Digital Audio System consists of three basic units: the audio
processor, disk drives and aMacintosh
computer using MacMix software.

KUHF uses the Dyaxis
workstation to edit
classical music
captured live on
digital audio tape.
The 1.75 "-high audio processor provides the system interface, with AES,
SPDIF and SDIF digital and analog inputs and outputs. The processor also
provides SCSI interfaces for the disk
drives and Macintosh computer and a
serial control port for the Macintosh. The
5.5"-high 320 MB fixed disk drives store
some 28 minutes of stereo audio sampled at 48 kHz.
KUHF uses five drives for the maxi-

user interface by running MacMix v2.3
software and includes aCPU, keyboard,
display and mouse.
Although the software will run on the
more compact Macintosh SE, the Macintosh II is faster, has more accessory slots
and has alarger display, which is helpful when using the many windows available in MacMix. The processor and disk
drives mount in racks and must be near
the Macintosh CPU. The keyboard and
display can be remotely located.
Editing is done by manipulating onscreen "objects" with amouse. The software is afaithful implementation of the
Macintosh interface and supports multiple windows and selections, growboxes, keyboard shortcuts and even MultiFinder.
Manipulating data
The system has few bugs, although we
wish it would remember options-menu
settings and window size and magnification between sessions. The software is
intuitive enough that an experienced
editor can become comfortable with it in
about aweek—even less if familiar with

graphic representation of sample amplitudes in the sound file. The amplitude can
be magnified and the view can be zoomed
in—for precise editing—or out to an overall scale at will—to locate segments.
The in- and out-edit points and any
Figure 2.

adioworItImiti.mio
01):0000
0:15.51

00.29:04:25

cuts (skips) within the segment are
marked by moving cursors and playing
the sound before, between or after them
as needed to judge the edit points.
When the edit points sound correct
the segment is pasted into aMix win-

DIELECTRIC

FM Antenna. • •
5-year system warranty
An exclusive offer from Dielectric. Manufacturers of FM
antennas and FM products for over 35 years, our full line includes single and multi-station antennas, combiners, filters,
switches, and transmission line. The Dielectric advantages:

•Improved technology for 1990 and beyond
•Directional patterns for FM upgrades
•Antennas for every power and bandwidth
requirement
•Variable spaced antennas for limited tower
apertures
•Minimum downward radiation
Full 5-year warranty on every complete Dielectric system!
Dielectric Communications

Raymond, ME 04071 • 1-207-655-4555 • 1-800-341-9678 • FAX: 207-655-4669
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Editing the classics
KUHF uses the Dyaxis workstation to
edit classical music captured live on digital audio tape. This editing requires
manipulating segments as long as asymphonic movement or as short as asingle
note, with precise attention to such detail as spacing and preservation of background sound. We've certainly found the

00:29:04:25
CIdB

Dyaxis workstation to be up to the task.
We have edited Houston Symphony
Orchestra performances of the
Shostakovich 5th Symphony to produce a
compact disc for asymphony membership incentive. KUHF regularly makes
detailed changes in Houston Symphony
concerts for broadcast, some at the request
of conductor Christoph Eschenbach.
Currently in production are commercial CDs featuring violinist Freddell Lack
and cellist Anthony Elliott, both artists
in residence at the University of Houston. Also in production is aseries of CDs
of American chamber music with the
Lyric Art Quartet of the University of
Houston. The first CD of this series is already available on Bay Cities Music
#1009, for those who would like to hear
asample of Dyaxis editing.
The unit has performed well. We have
had some minor problems, notably with
pops in fast mix and snow on playback,
but we have found both IMS and Studer
to be responsive and we are confident
of solutions. Loaner equipment has been
available during servicing.
We enjoy using the system and look
forward to coming enhancements such
as the larger disk drives, digital audio
processing and full standards conversion
from 48 to 44.1 kHz sampling.
aa
Editor's note: David Knodel can be reached
at 713-749-7186.
For more information on the Dyaxis.Digital Audio System, contad Gerry Kearby at
Studer Editech: 415-326-7030, or circle
Reader Service 61.
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PostPro Adapts to
Its User's Demands
by Ted Pine, Mktg. Mgr.
New England Digital

rate processing algorithms for speech
and music ensure high audio quality.
The Direct Digital Transfer module alWhite River Junction VT Digital
lows users to load audio data to and
from Sony, Mitsubishi and AES/EBU forproduction in the radio industry is growing at aquickening pace and New Enmat recorders without leaving the digigland Digital's PostProTm eight-track
tal domain.
disk-based recording and editing system
The standard PostPro system consists
is in the vanguard of this trend.
of four 300 MB Winchester hard drives
offering eight discrete tracks with more
than 28 minutes of recording time at
44.1 kHz. This makes the PostPro suitable as areplacement for astandard analog eight-track deck. The system's multirate sampling gives the user flexibility
In Canada, for example, Winnipeg- and control over recording time and fibased Moffat Communications Ltd. is
delity.
Projects and programming demanding
converting its eight stations to PostPro
the highest standard of sonic quality
workstations for in-house production.
may be recorded at 100 kHz, with 12.5
Specially configured for radio use
through software, the PostPro system is
minutes per track. Less critical material,

WHEN IT'S
TIMElOWORK,
WE PLAY

TECHNOLOGY

UPDATE

NED's PostPro system features a dedicated remote and editing system ( left).

designed to meet the needs of digital
broadcast users, today and in the future.
Capable of a96 dB signal to noise ratio, the PostPro's non-destructive editing
(audio data is never physically altered
during the editing process) can be especially useful in the short lead-time world
of radio broadcasting.
In addition, the editing and sequencing capability of the PostPro's random access system allows music, dialogue and
sound effects to be assembled much
faster than via analog systems.
History of innovation
Since its introduction, the PostPro has
been recognized for its ability to rehearse and reverse every edit, slip any
event on any track and edit with tenmicrosecond accuracy. Today's PostPro
features innovative capabilities such as
time compression and direct digital
transfer.
Time compression allows PostPro
users to change the length of apiece of
music, sound effect or spoken word segment without altering the material's
pitch. Compression/expansion ratios between 50% to 200% are possible. Sepa-

such as speech, might be recorded at 32
kHz, with abetter than three-fold gain
in recording time.
User- friendly control
All of this editing and recording power
is controlled with auser-friendly Macintosh II, devoted exclusively to information display.
The remote controller/editor/locator allows users to define and edit cues, scrub
audio in real time to quickly locate in and
out points and chain cues onto sequences.
New England Digital products are
software-based. New features and updates are offered on aregular basis, allowing systems to stay state-of-the-art.
The modular architecture of these systems maximizes the positive aspects of
changing technology while minimizing
obsolescence and protecting our broadcast customers' investments.
Editor's note: For more information on
the PostPro digital audio workstation, contact Ted Pine at New England Digital Corporation: 802-295-5800, or circle Reader
Service 81.

Few things can make you look
worse than equipment that doesn't
work on cue. What you need is
aCD deck that's at home in the
studio, not at home in the home.
Tascam's CD-401 and CD-501
were especially designed for the
broadcast environment. Their extrarugged chassis design insures consistent, reliable performance even
through demanding non-stop use.
Disc after disc, day after day,
year after year.
Of course, they include all the
features you'd expect. Independent
D/A converters for the left and right
channels, balanced +4outputs and
sub code out for system automation.
Plus a3-beam laser pick-up
that provides perfect alignment and
instantaneous error correction.
Don't let aconsumer deck turn
your programming into the original
amateur hour Contact us or visit
your Tascam dealer for more information about the CD-401 & CD-501.
No matter how hard you play them,
they're guaranteed to work.

TASCAM®

ç1989 TEAC America, Inc, 7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebello, CA 90640, 213/726-0303.
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justing the timing of the various sound
elements, trimming their in or out points
and copying portions of takes or sound
effects.
Once editing is complete, the engineer
including reel rocking and high speed
can proceed to do afinal mixdown of the
search, it allows the production engineer
production, using the DSE's own interto use the most valuable skill—critical
nal digital mixer and memory or onto an
listening. While the DSE also provides
external recorder. If special effects are
avery informative visual display of the
needed, they can be performed using
audio recorded on each track, this is inoutboard equipment via the DSE's two
tended to support critical listening, not
effects send and return channels.
substitute for it.
Editing on the DSE is easy because,
The DSE 7000 utilizes custom
while it is based on the familiar concepts
designed timealigned 16 bit stereo
of razor blade editing, it is faster and has
ADCs and quad DACs operating at user- the advantage that any edit, recording,
selectable sampling rates of 44.1/48 kHz
erasure or punchin can be immediately
or 32 kHz. Audio is handled in afull 16
undone. This capability should give the
bit format throughout the processing
engineer a high degree of confidence.
chain, with no data compression or comDSE editing also follows most of the
metaphors of word processing, including onscreen highlighting of selected
portions of audio material.
Another advantage of DSE-style editing is that only the tracks selected by the
user are affected. This allows portions of
audio to be slipped relative to the underlying production spread across all the
tracks.

DSE 7000 Makes Editing Fast
by Christopher Moore, Exec VP,
AKG Acoustics, Inc.
Stamford CT The DSE 7000 is adigital audio system for broadcast production that incorporates a multitrack
recorder, an on-screen editor with word
processor-like functions and a digital
mixer. It is optimized for the production
of the shorter recordings required in radio stations—commercials, jingles, PSAs,
sweepers and modifications of agency
spots.
The system records audio in adigital
format into banks of dynamic RAM
(DRAM) chips instead of hard disk. The

II A 11/191/Ebel
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DSE 7000 components include a386 PC
AT computer filled with AKG DSP,
ADC/DAC and memory circuitry; adedicated hardware controller for user interface; a color monitor and a computer
keyboard.
Product development
The DSE project began with arequest
by aradio production engineer for adigital recorder that would make it easy to
prepare exactly-timed announcements.
We refined apreliminary specification
of amore advanced system by watching
production engineers at half a dozen
Boston radio stations as they made commercials using tape recorders, razor
blades and mixing consoles.
Before we actually began hardware or
software design, we wrote the DSE's
owner's manual and took it to the engineers for comment. Finally, we froze
our owner's manual and used it as a
product design specification.

ANTENNAS, INC.

Puts
your signal
in it's place!
If you need aquality
antenna, you need:
JAMPRO ANTENNAS, INC.
The really experienced one
for over 30 years.

JAHD GP
Arrowhead
Screen Dipole

TEMWMOGY
UPDATE
Unlike many other digital workstations, the DSE 7000 features a fullsize control panel with the familiar buttons and faders of conventional production room equipment. There are dedicated control groups for tape motion,
track play and recordready and editing. This makes the DSE easy to learn
and operate.
The DSE 7000 is built for speed. In
contrast with disk-based systems that are
optimized for longer recordings, the DSE
records and plays back from DRAM
chips. The use of these chips gives rapid
response to the user. The DSE can locate
to anywhere in the recording immediately and can play all eight tracks in fast
forward or rewind with naturally simulated spooling audio.
Because the DSE preserves the audible characteristics of analog transports,

The DSE 7000 digital workstation from AKG

panding. The ADCs are dithered to produce extremely good low level performance.
Typical uses
To make acommercial with the DSE,
the engineer first gathers the necessary
sound elements and records them onto
the various tracks of the DSE until good
takes of each are in place at roughly the
right times. Next, the engineer edits, ad-

System details
The DSE 7000 features two inputs for
recording or effects returns, two outputs
for stereo monitoring and recording and
two outputs for effects sends. A basic
system comes with one 16 MB memory
card for 4.4 track minutes of recording
time, while an advanced system can be
fitted with up to 17.5 track-minutes of
memory.
Typical eight-track productions of 30or 60-second length .can easily be done
on aone- or two-card system due to the
efficient and intelligent use of memory
in the DSE. The DSE only uses memory
when actually recording; all other operations, such as leadering and copying,
do not use memory. Since the unused
portions of tracks also do not require any
storage, memory goes along way.
Editor's note: Christopher Moore directs
AKG 'sDigital Products Division in Boston.
For additional information on the DSE 7000,
contact him at 617-924-7697 or circle Reader
Service 9.
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AMAZE

JSDP GP Spiral
Broadband Antenna

high definition, Concert Hall Sound
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JBBP FM Antenna
Balanced Excitation

JAMPRO is the world leader in
custom- designed, directional,
CP antennas.
•With over 1600 of our penetrators
delivered, more stations have
penetrated their market.
• Our custom-made directional antennas
are operating world wide.
• Full-scale antenna measurements on
JAMPRO's all-year, all-weather
test range.
• We custom- make tower structures to
duplicate your's, for optimum results.
• Ask about JAMPRO's low- power
educational packages.
Give us your requirements and see
how fast we produce.

JAMPRO Antennas, Inc.
6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383-1177 • Telex: 377321
FAX ( 916) 383-1182
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The A- MAZE is the industry's most
"Psycoacoustically Invisible" processor. Your
audio image is bigger, cleaner, wider, louder
. . . Guaranteed.

o

Lhncnhindo s)
- inc
42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277
(203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
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MIC-MAZE

Microphone Processor

Applications: Microphones...plus
The Mic-Maze is also a multifunction device that is ideal for FM
processing, SCA, SIL, TV, satellite up-link, and production.
So transparent, that it will process FM composite baseband
without artifacts.

Chnothindai) Inc
42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277
(203) 935-9066 • (203) 935-9242
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WNBI Gets Concept
by Steve Walrath, GM
WNBI-AM/FM

video decks. In my search, Icame across
acouple of companies that made DAT
decks, but did not provide the programming or software for broadcast operation. Concept Productions in Roseville,
CA provided both the hardware and
software for acomplete on-air package.
After reviewing the advantages of DAT
and Concept's programming formats,
WNBI chose the Adult Contemporary
format with the CAPS Isystem, thus becoming one of only two radio stations in
the country to go 100% DAT.
The CAPS IDAT system is fully contained in asingle rack. It consists of 10 DAT
decks which are used for every element of
on-air programming including music,
voice tracks, commercials, jingles and network recording and playback. The system
is as easy to install as hooking up aVCR
to your TV—just plug the pre-assembled
patch cords to the appropriate decks, integrate the output to your studio board and
limiter and you're set to go.
Well, almost. There are some sample
hours you have to build in the computer
and you have to download your present
commercials into the system, but really,
the start-up time is quite minimal.

Park Falls WI What can asmall market radio station do when record companies are discontinuing the 45 RPM record, there is no space for aconventional
automation system that takes three or
four racks and the price tag on most new
automation equipment is double or triple what your budget can handle?
That was WNBI's dilemma. WNBI is
aClass A FM/AM simulcast operation in
a town of 3200. It has been 100% live,
with 45s and albums, since going on the
air in 1953. But with record companies
dropping the 45 and new technology
available, it was time for achange.

USER
REPORT
Being asmall market station, we were
faced with two difficulties. Physical
space is at apremium and automation
systems requiring three or more racks
were out of the question. And of course
the price tag in many instances would
make or break aproposal.

Outstanding quality
Training for the on-air staff consisted
of a two-hour evening session with a
couple more hours for each person to try
everything out. And with that, on 1July
1989, WNBI went on the air with DAT.

Extensive search
First, Iconducted an extensive, fourmonth search of every available automation system on the market, including
reels, carousels, cassettes, CDs and 8mm

(continued on page 46)

Digital Comes of Age
(continued from page 36)

to be totally digital. There's no paper, no
tape in the studio. It's deceiving who can
afford it. You think it's only the big stations!'
Where will the future lead as digital
technology comes in line more with the
budgets of radio stations?
Looking ahead
Christopher Moore, executive VP of
AKG, manufacturer of the DSE 7000
workstation, says the concern right now
is the number of different audio sources.
"In the future, though, we can look toward astation being served by acentral
scheduling and automation system with
acentral store of audio on some media
that has quick access to a lot of little
pieces of audio," says Moore.
Moore notes, however, that "for a
number of years, not all things will be
in a digitally interfaceable medium.
There will need to be a 'gateway' by

which this material gets into and can be
accessed from this central store. AKG
sees itself in the production gateway. "
The larger question, of course, remains. Can we expect to see asingle system solution that encompasses the
production process, the central storage
and automation?
Moore speculates that "it could be very
difficult. Needs of users are diverse and
the number of players involved in the
various systems is high enough that
(over the years) there will be loyalties to
particular ways of doing things.
"It may be that people will continue to
put systems together themselves from
more than one supplier. Then the challenge for the industry will be aTower of
Babel, where none of the systems easily
talk to each other," he adds.
Others are more upbeat. Asks Connell, "Who's going to go into the year
2000 with everything still on tape?"

WE'VE MADE
DEAD AIR
ADEAD ISSUE.
There are worse things in radio than
dead air But not many.
And if your CD players aren't built to
resist tracking errors, you could find yourself
listening to some very embarrassing silence.
Not with the new CD-701 from
Tascam. Its unique disc clamping system is
atechnological triumph that virtually eliminates disc vibration. So you never hear the
awful hush that means atracking error has
occurred
What you do hear is the finest sounding CD unit you can buy, with the same
proprietary "ZD Circuitry" praised by two of
Japan's top audio magazines* for eliminating
low-level digital distortion.
Then there's the optional RC-701
Remote Control with Auto Cue so you can
cue to the music instead of the track (for
even less dead air). Or you can add the Ram
Buffer for true, instantaneous startup.
And with four times oversampling and
16-bit D/A converters in an extra-rugged
chassis, the CD-701 is superbly designed for
the broadcast environment.
Can aCD player really deliver this kind
of performance, track after track, disc after
disc? Only if it's aTascam.
Contact us or visit your Tascam dealer
for more information about the CD-701. And
take the sounds of silence off your playlist.

TASCAM
TASCAM

Get Serious About Walkaway Time!

ZAP
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Introducing
The Personality Control Center
Automatically swaps carts when your satellite service changes announcers.
Available for most automation systems.

(800) 336-8004
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©1989 TEK America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640, 213/726-0303
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AUTOMATION
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'Radio Tectroke Component Grand Pnx .88, CD Drvusion, Stereo Sound Component of the Year ( 1988) & Best BuY

THE ONLY NAME I
N BROAIX :AST AUTOMATION You NEED To KNOW
4125 Keller Springs, # 122 • Dallas, Texas 75244
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Audisk an Aid in Automation
(continued from page 33)
were its low cost and simplicity.
Tim began working directly with the
two engineers to come up with apractical satellite format automation/audio
storage device.
He converted aprototype of the device
to be more compatible with radio's needs,
adding balanced inputs and outputs, an

audio switcher, optically isolated control
inputs, RF immunity and so on. He also
began writing and revising the software to
make it run more smoothly and added
error-checking and "friendliness!'
On line without problems
On 20 April, 1989, WBWA was up and
running on the "Audisk."
Except for program updates to increase

the unit's functions and useability, the Audisk has been on line since that date and remains on line running without problems.
During the last eight months, while feeling alot like aguinea pig and not knowing whether to trust this non-tangible way
of delivering sound, it has grown on me.
The device processes almost 4million
bytes of information to produce just one

IDs in milliseconds, based on anetwork
jock schedule.
Five or six hours of network breaks
(commercial stopsets) can be programmed in five minutes at the terminal, with walk-away times that exceeded
our greatest expectations. Except for
recording updated weather breaks, we
could program the system, not for just
24 hours, but for at least seven days before rescheduling!
Even the closed-circuit feeds are automatically recorded onto the hard disk and
the stopset timing is checked for errors as
you make out the schedule. We have an
ATS system to watch the transmitter when
we're on the satellite, so we can literally
"walk away" for days at atime.

Other advantages
There are other less obvious advantages to Audisk, like its ability to rotate
liners and IDs at random; no rewinding
or waiting for acart to cue; schedules
that are remembered from week to
week; EOM "tones" that can be changed
minute of audio; it requires nearly zero
at any time without re-recording, etc.
maintenance and it can record and play
Audisk can even act as an infinite network news delay, where it automatically
back simultaneously with only two movbegins recording the news, but you can
ing parts, the hard disk and ablower.
All this, while keeping track of kill- start playback at any time, from milliseconds after it begins recording to hours
dates for the 180 minutes of on-line cornmercials/promos1PSAs and logging IDs
(or years) later—no more "walking" on
the news at the top of the hour!
and spots to aprinter as they are played.
Our Audisk has also been interfaced
And while this is going on it's automatically loading and playing jock liners and
with the automation system, so that the

aiernik6

rm, 7

"gr..

same commercials that are available while
on the satellite format are also available
during live times. It appears just like a
Carousel to the automation system.
While Tim had originally developed
the Audisk system and software just for
WBWA, the concept turned out so well
that he decided to market it through his
consulting company, MacroMedia.

Even the closed-circuit
feeds are automatically
recorded onto the hard
disk . . .
A basic 15 kHz stereo system has 180
minutes on one hard disk. With up to
seven hard disks, there can be as much
as 1260 minutes, or 21 hours on line.
Mono and 8 kHz systems are available, each of which doubles the storage
time; therefore the same basic system
could hold 720 minutes, and seven disks
can hold 5040 minutes—three and ahalf
days of instantly-accessible digital audio!
With Audisk, it's time for aremake of
Shootout at the OK Corral. Saddle up, buccaroos! "Eliminate tape" is the battle cry
and let's banish phasing, wow 8z flutter,
head and tape wear and mechanical contraptions forever.
u. .
Editor's note: Bob Schellenberg can be
reached at WBWA: 715-373-5151.
For more information on Audisk, contact
Tim Valley at MacroMedia: 507-645-5970, or
circle Reader Service 29.
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Absolute Broadcast Upgrades
by Jack Mullen, VP
Absolute Broadcast Automation
Westernport MD Absolute Broadcast Automation (ABA), has upgraded its
family of systems to include operation
with IBM compatible host machines. Using MS-DOS based computers, System
100 can now support networking of two
or more host machines.

TECHNOLOGY

UPDATE

The automation controlling computer
and the schedule generating business
operations computer are now linked full
time with the System 100 Networker.
This permits transfers of data between
the automation computer and the business system.
Automatic transfer of the next day's
schedule, remote tape allocation, as well
as access to the automation controlling
computer's main menu are now possible.
A limited version of the network environment software will permit long distance communications with the system
via modem. New software features include context sensitive on-line help, upgraded music management, scheduling
and business software.
The improved hardware permits the use

of hard disks instead of floppy disk drives
along with other new features. The basic
Satellite System 100 will control all available satellite programming services.
New systems on tap
In addition to the new features mentioned above, two new systems are
slated for delivery to stations in 1990.
These systems feature total digital domain operation.
The first system introduced will be the
new Satellite System 100-D, alow-priced,
completely digital satellite support system
that will be upwardly compatible with all
existing analog based systems.
The host computer system will be
based on the IBM family of computers
and will support most compatible 8088
XTs and 80 x86 machines compatible
with the IBM AT machines. All program
material will be stored on high density
digital storage devices. Long term storage of commercials, liners etc. will be
placed on one to three DAT machines.
Optical storage devices will be used for
short term storage of "next up" commercial breaks and will provide ascratch pad
area for commercials waiting to be downloaded to the long term storage devices.
The Satellite System 100-D will also include the newly upgraded networking
software developed by ABA which permits the Business Computer and the Automation Computer to be in constant di-

rect connection.
The Satellite System 100-D will use the
upgraded version of the System 100 business package and features afull integration of automation and business systems.
Digital music automation
Absolute Broadcast Automation is also
developing a totally digital version of
their music automation system.
This unit will be called System 100-D
and will feature on-line storage of more
than 1000 library songs as well as all
commercials, jingles, etc. The system will

be be based entirely on Read Write optical device storage.
System 100-D will include the integrated
business networking environment—the
newly upgraded System 100 Music
Management Software. As always, System 100-D will feature 30-day walk-away
time and Real Time Scheduling for generating Real Time Talk.
Editor's note: For more information on Absolute Broadcast Automation products, contact Jack Mullen at 301-359-3033, or circle
Reader Service 3.

Century 21 Wins Praise
(continued from page 34)
properly. But, on occasion, it will just quit.
Most of these problems have been attributed to timing problems associated
with the Digital Studio software "talking" with the Sony disc players. Rebooting the computer usually solves this
problem. On other occasions it will start
a selection and then, several seconds
into the song, switch to another.
We have been through several versions
of software. Each one narrows in on the
problem alittle more and our downtime
is lessening. As Iwrite this, Century 21
is supposed to be sending us new software that should correct all of the existing bugs and provide a few bells and

whistles that will really enhance the Digital Studio (see sidebar item).
The new software, we are told, will
control more than two Sony CDK-006
machines (a real plus in our opinion)
and will provide for on-screen liners for
jocks, weather forecasts, promos, etc.,
with asingle keystroke. We look forward
to its arrival. Even with the "bugs" in our
older Digital Studio's software, it's still
the only way to fly.
Editor's note: Jim Holmes can be reached
at 419-529-5900. For information on the Digital Studio System, contact Dave Scott at
Century 21: 214-934-2121, or circle Reader
Service 50.

NOW YOU DON'T HAVE 10
GO 'PD PIECES TO GET
SOPHISTICATED 8-TRACK PRODUCTION.
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• Up to now, to achieve 8-track recording you needed a
room full of equipment, four arms, and more wires than the
phone company.
Enter the Tascarn•688 midi-studio. Acompletely integrated
8-track production system with all the capabilities of arecorder,
mixer and synchronizer
And at $3295,* it costs less than buying components
individually.
There are twenty inputs for you to work. Plus, an Automatic
Mixer Routing system that simplifies multi-track mixing.
By recording onto standard audio cassettes, the 688 offers
convenience at acost savings. And you won't believe how good
it sounds. With sonic capabilities that go head-to-head with any
8-track reel-to-reel.
So get down to your local Tascam dealer and hear the new
688 for yourself. You'll see we've got it all together

••••111101.

TASCAM®
©1989 TEAC America Inc, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640, 213/726-0303
'Manufacturers suggested retail price
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Assessing the CAPS I
new station

field service

construction

AM directionals

RON KROB
broadcast technical consultant

4910 Four Star Court
Fort Collins. CO
80524

303 484 2704

Consulting Communications
Engineers
• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE

FCC's Engineering
AM,FM and TV Data
Bases for your PC

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
8. Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000
Mernber AFCCE

SOFTWARE
FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics-Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting
Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
319-266-7435

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
(803) 785-4445

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117
Member AFCCE

Call today to request atree sample

THE SPACE AVAILABLE

Communications Data
Services

Call 1-800-336-3045

6105 E Arlington Blvd
Falls Church VA 22044
(703) 534-0034

DISPLAY YOUR CONSULTANT'S CARD HERE

(continued from page 43)
Reaction to the DAT system has been
interesting. With everything digitally
recorded and played back, the sound
quality is outstanding, especially the
match between the voice tracks and music. You just can't tell the difference between live studio work and the digital
system.
Songs can be added or deleted with a
touch of the keyboard. Remote broadcasts, integrated with pre-recorded
hand-offs by the announcers, sound totally live with the major market personalities. All news, weather and special
programs can be put into the system for
later playback.
Concept is presently working on ad-

People ... Concept Productions has
selected Dick Good to head its marketing and sales management efforts.
Good was former GM for KLADAM/FM and KOTI-TV, Klamath Falls,
OR; CBSI marketing and part owner of
KDUN in Reedsport, OR; GM of
KFMI, Eureka, CA and a long-time
member of the International Broadcasters Idea Bank.
ABC Radio Networks' engineering
department recently promoted four
executives. Richard Martinez was
upped to VP of Engineering from GM
of Engineering and Program Opera-

ditional improvements, including the
recognition of end dates on commercials
in the system, so an outdated ad will
never play. The company is also working on a program to integrate CAPS I
with other standard traffic computers for
the automatic downloading of the next
day's log.
Editor's note: Steve Walrath, GM for
WNBI in Park Falls, WI, has also worked as
OM for Nicolet Communications and PD for
WJJQ Tomahawk, WI and WTIQ in Manistique, MI. He can be reached at 715762-3221.
For more information, contact Renee Montero at Concept Productions: 916-782-7754,
or circle Reader Service 71.
tions. Mark Kalman succeeds him in
the latter position, apromotion from
Director of Technical Operations.
Robert Donnelly has assumed the title of GM of Satellite Systems from
Director of Satellite Systems, and
Brenda Morgan has been elevated to
Director of Broadcast Services from
Manager of Broadcast Services.
Meanwhile, Telecommunications
Techniques Corporation reports that
Kenneth C. McAlpin has been named
Group Controller for Dynatech's Test
Technologies Group. McAlpin was formerly the Assistant Group Controller
for Dynatech Corporation at Dynatech
Communications in Woodbridge, VA.
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Call Simone Leeser at 800-336-3045
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RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
•Installation • Field Service

Experienced & Affordable
4289 Roanridge
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120
24 Hr: (702) 454-2085
DC/VVNTE.AST
ENGINEERING
147 Durham Rd . Freeport. ME 0-1032

(207) 865-9002
Electronic Repairs 8( Services
Equipment Piled Up In Need of Repairs?
(Qualified Service Technicians)
New 8( Used Equipment (Call for
Price) New Studio Designs
BROADCAST SPECIALISTS

WILLIAM H. YANTIC
(Manager,

Sales and Service)

HARMON'S TOWER
SERVICE, INC.
Maintenance, Painting,
Antenna & Equipment
Installation,
Winch Services
435 B Broadway
Columbus, GA. 31901
(404) 327-1074

TOWER SERVICES
Light Replacement
Routine Maintenance
Ground Systems
Painting
20 years Erperience

John Nix
PO Box 13244 Salem, OR 97309
503-581-4056
1-800-321-4056

SPENCER

BROADCAST
The Radio Station
Specialists

Chuck Spencer
Phoenix, AZ
602-242-2211
MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING
Rural & Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743
603/542-6784
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THIS
SPACE
AVAILABLE

WESTMONT, NJ ( 609) 869-0222

Call
1-800-336-3045

commuNicAtioN • sysTtr\A'
INSTALLATION AND SERVICE OF BROADCAST
ANTENNA SYSTEMS/TOWER MAINTENANCE & ERECTION

;

Allied is the ANSWER — tailored services to meet

your needs and budget — specialists to bring your
systems plans into
REALITY — that's us!!
AdILLIED
BROADCAST
A

HARRIS

SYSTEMS

COMPANY

714-752-6664
Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
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WHY DIDN'T SOMEONE THINK OF
THIS BEFORE?
A FAST-PACED PRODUCTION CONSOLE
T

HE WHEATSTONE SP- 6 AUDIO CONSOLE
lets production people quickly accomplish
8and 16-trock work, yet easily handle routine
transfers and dubbing operations. With its
unique track monitor section it can facilitate
simultaneous stereo mixdown during the multitrack bed session — almost halving typical production time cycles. Input channels are laid out
just like an air console, with machine starts
below the channel fader, so staff familiar with
on- air consoles can quickly become comfortable in the production environment.
For those interested in more advanced techniques, the SP- 6 employs a powerful talent
monitor section designed to rapidly call up live
mic and track combinations, making difficult
punch- ins abreeze. Standard SP- 6input channel equalizers are more comprehensive than

those supplied as optional items on competing products, allowing much greater creative
freedom. Input channel auxiliary send sections
are designed to be the most versatile in the
industry, providing 4different auxiliary buses to
allow digital delay, reverb, talent foldback, and
mix- minus feeds. Stereo input channels can
provide either mono or stereo effects sends.
Even more, the SP- 6 has 4 auxiliary effects
return inputs that allow effects to be recorded
onto the multitrack or sent to the monitor buses.

The SP- 6 provides independent headphone,
control room and studio monitor feeds as well
as stereo cue solo. Control room and studio
mute and tally functions are independently
dipswitch selectable on individual input channels. Additional studio modules may be ordered
to accommodate larger, multi- studio installations. The SP- 6 may be configured with any
combination of mono and stereo input modules, in mainframe sizes ranging from 16 to
32 or more inputs. The console is available
in either an 8- track production format or a 4
stereo subgroup TV master control configuration. So why not profit from Wheatstone s
experience and reputation? Call us today and
learn more.
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SWheotrtone® Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY 13211
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TEL 315-455-7740 FAX 315-454-8104

'Many of the headaches
associated with building a
new studio were eliminated
with the WHEATSTONE prewire package. Set up and
wiring of WAZU was a
breeze. The furniture is solid
and good looking, quick and
easy to assemble-many
hours were saved. Our jocks
love the easy straight- forward
layout of the new A-500 air
console... and, after aquick
and easy production room
installation, little time was
needed teaching the staff
how to use the new multi- track
studio; operators familiar with
an on-air console adapt
themselves easily to the SP- 6
stereo console and the easy
ways to insert special effects
and audio processingoperation is so simple!"
John Soller, chief engineer at WAZU

Radio is Starting to Experience aShortage:
Technical Experts
Let our experts supply your prewired studio, consoles, studio furniture and audio system
engineering. We'll help with your design, then build, wire, test and document your whole studio
furniture installation— all at our factory. This takes a major load off your technical people and
ensures project completion on time.
When Osborn Communications decided to upgrade member station VVAZU in Dayton,
Ohio, they chose WHEATSTONE for the job. With 12 rooms of Wheatstone consoles already
installed, the Osborn people are well qualified to vouch for our commitment to cliert satisfaction.
Draw on Dur experience and reputation. Get a great looking studio with cutting edge
performance. Contact WHEATSTONE—the experts!
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